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Portrait of Authority 
English 
Jim Bouteel nwmas ln~mlwm ·He\ HcLcan Tamra Philbrook Sanford Phippen 
Fine & Performing Arts 
I 
H a/do Cabell era 
Chris Crocker 
Shirley Ellis 
Terry llcm) 
-t·l';· 
'· ... '~ ~ 
,iii 
Steve llodgdon 
Foriegn Language 
Grace Dorsa Jae Rose 
Math 
Mic!Jelle Grindle Sue Jolmston 
Miclwcl McCucldy 
Falima Munson 
-Tad Johnston 
Science 
Danielle Oakes Dee ~irture 
Social Studies 
Paul Bessey Michael Beaudry Marc 1 lalst cd Cflris Lut!Jin 
Unified Arts 
Lal'l'} Bertfliaume Christ} Patterson Diane Ball.\ Roberta Fo1~/er 
Library Physical Education 
Jane I an 4rsdale Wclwel -'lrcl1er 
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Special Education 
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Betsy Bmoks Karen Bryan GreLclJen Casey Margot Dale Diane Erb 
• • -."'·· j·· .. -" ~ -"-ii 
Saral1 Frank Ken) Garland Crystal Gwinn Theresa Kenison 
June Paul Alana Russell Rose Strout 
CatlJy VanDolman Steven Van Dolman 
Custodians 
Raymond Harper William MacDonald Gerry Marlin ClayLon Robichaud 
Not Picwred: RicA.'}' Boudreau, Brian Currie, am Miller 
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Bus Drivers 
'\ol Piclllrcd: ~l illiam tlacDonalcl. 
Rose Strout. 
Kitchen Staff 
Dawn Goodricll Debom 1 laltil Janice Haec Sarah Trask 
Administration 
Cal/JJ Kno"< Sle~e Saunders 
Sha}ne Cobb Jud} Powers Emi/J ~~ csson 
Connie Carter Aaren Lecilner Deta Pearce tlal} P!Jmips 
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Superintendent 
Tom Pem Susan Bell Kntllleen Fiekl Lori Stillings Ruey Yehle 
\ot Pictured: Eerie Denne 
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Like A Virgin 
Freshmen Class Officers (left to right) - Craig 
Weatherbee, Michaelee Westhoven, Olivia Alford 
Front - Matt Whorton 
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, 
Olivia Alford 
Billy Allen 
Nicole Barclay 
jonathan Benn 
jacob Bilodeau 
julian Bishop 
joshua Bolduc 
Paul Bolduc 
Eric Brayman 
Andrew Breece 
Carrie Briggs 
jason Brountas 
Davine Bussell 
Nicole Buxton 
Greg Cheney 
j . Clingerman 
Scott Coogan 
Paul Cote 
Lance Cowan 
Dameon Crouse 
A. Dauphinee 
Chandler Davis 
Christina Dunn 
Parker Eason 
Bethany Farrar 
Daniel Feimer 
Isaac Fernandez 
Amanda Francis 
Philip Gillett 
Cameron Gunn 
jackson Haskell 
Annie Hazelton 
Sarah Hiscock 
Eric Hyson 
Heather jones 
Andrew Kahl 
. Kellogg 
Bryce Kennedy 
Curran Kennedy 
Felicia King 
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Alyosha Klose 
Aaron Lawson 
Nick LeGrande 
Thomas Leick 
Ryan Levesque 
Marie Lint 
Adam Love 
Kayleigh Lydick 
Ryan Ma e 
julie Mattessich 
Adam Miller 
jeffrey Miller 
Emily Monroe 
Ryan Moody 
Amanda Moore 
Chris Myers 
Alicia elson 
jon oonan 
M. O'Connell 
icole Oakes 
Lauren Onsrud 
B.). Ouellette 
M. Ouellette 
Kim Patterson 
Reis Perkins 
Kim Perreault 
Alec Philbrook 
jennifer Quinn 
Lura Raymond 
Brandi Roy 
G. Schroeder 
Christina Shinas 
Molly Smith 
joseph Smyth 
Rebecca Steiger 
Chris Sterling 
Jo h Thompson 
Glen Tinkham 
R Tipping-Spitz 
Amanda True 
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Donna Varney 
Lindsy Walker 
Samu I Walton 
Meagan Watson 
Craig Weatherbee 
M. Westhaven 
Matthew Whorton 
julian Williams 
Trista Worthen 
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What's My Age Again? 
Sophomore Class Officers: standing, I to r- Nick Bear, 
Nick Dwyer, Joseph Cheng; kneeling- Griff Lambert 
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Elliot Alford 
lan Babbitt 
atalie Badeau 
Donna Bail y 
Rebecca Bailey 
Mary Banker 
ick Bear 
Michelle Benoit 
Molly Berry 
Simon Bilyk 
jennifer Bishop 
Melissa Bragan 
Erin Bridges 
Sarah Brooks 
A. Buitenhuys 
Sarah Carlisle 
Elaina Carrell 
Meagan Carter 
M. Charette 
joseph Cheng 
Wesley Co lbath 
Mike Comstock 
Deborah Cook 
Beth Couture 
Benjamin Cram 
Manuel DaSilva 
Tom Daries 
Kyle Davis 
Devon Delong 
Alycia Delaney 
jared Dolley 
julia Duncan 
icholas Dwyer 
Benjamin Erker 
Matthew Foster 
Danielle Fowler 
Astrid Frank 
C. Gallagher 
Peter Cavett Ill 
j. Glencross 
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Emily Gordon 
Crystal Grady 
ophie Gray 
Russell Green 
joshua Hale 
Ryan Hanscom 
T. Hazelton 
Chris Higgins 
Melinda Hile 
Matthew Hinkel 
Kent Holmes 
Celine Hon 
Elisha Ingalls 
Evan james 
jennifer johnson 
Brandon Kahl 
Samuel Kelley 
Miles Kirby 
Katie Kurr 
icole Lagrasse 
Griffith Lambert 
Morgan Leger 
Andrew Lint 
Grant Lombard 
jeremy Lovely 
Tim Macdonald 
Daniel Madore 
Tony Major 
K. Martul-March 
Katie McKay 
jeremy McPhee 
A. Mecham 
Luke Michaud 
Leslee Miller 
Katlyn Mitchell 
Ryan Morrison 
adia Munson 
R. Murray 
j. ewcomb 
Chri oonan 
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jody Pangburn 
abina Pends 
justin Perron 
M Iissa Ran on 
Monica Ranson 
hari Reynolds 
Alissa Rich 
John Sauci r 
Sarah Scott 
Hilary See 
Edward hky 
Sulian Shaw 
A. hinas 
Casy Smith 
Rachel Smith 
D. Soctomah 
A. penser 
Kyle Spinney 
K. windlehurst 
j. Theriault 
Arnie Thomas 
Brian Tyne 
icole Veilleux 
jessica Wagner 
Troy Wakeling 
Wards Martful 
Richard Watson 
Kyle West 
K. Wihbey 
David Wihry 
Corey Williams 
David Williams 
A. Winter 
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Movin' On Up 
Junior Class Officers: (left to right) Brian Mattessich, Madi Lamb, 
Paul Pangburn, Johann VonHoffman. 

Ian Averill 
N. Blagojevic 
David Boutot 
Kendra Boutot 
B. Brigg 
C. Brountas 
Mark Caggiano 
Zachary Carter 
Audrey Co 
Jennifer Cook 
E. C. Ander 
M. Cowling 
Amy Cro by 
A. DiSanto 
J. Dunham 
Molly Dupere 
Samantha Dyer 
C. Ea on 
J. Faggiole 
I. Fergu on 
Nichole Fowler 
M. Gallagher 
. Greenlaw 
Paul Gillett 
Duncan Gunn 
Casy Hale 
Lisa Hedstom 
N. Heitman 
T. Hilton 
M. Holman 
Adam Jone 
Craig Jones 
Lynn Kabche 
Justin Kachan 
Alex Kenny 
Joshua La Belle 
Madilyn Lamb 
K. Lar on 
Heidi Le Clair 
Tom Lew 
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Emily Lewey 
Erin Lynn 
B. Mattessich 
Je ica Me Phee 
Magan Piante 
Kathryn Meade 
Mike Merritt 
Lucas Meservey 
Brandon Miller 
Jason Mishow 
K. Mitchell 
Laura Morcom 
Lucas Nadeau 
Deon eptune 
Adam Ouellette 
Paul Pangburn 
W. Patter on 
Zachary Pike 
Chandra Pixley 
Emily Reed 
A. Robinson 
M. Schaefer 
E. Schroeder 
Robin Sewall 
Derek Sinclair 
Patrick Skall 
Charles Smith 
Darcy Smith 
Z. Smith 
K. Stin on 
Terrill Brandon 
Thoma Bo 
M. T. Spitz 
Vitaly Tkachuk 
Kevin Twitchell 
M. Violette 
J. Von Hoffman 
Emily Walton 
Jacob Welch 
Je e White 
23 
Mari a Wood 
Anthony York 
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Take Me Out to the Ballgame 
*TEAM PICTURE U AVAILABLE* 
BASEBALL TEAM MEMBERS: Elliot Alford, Ben Berry, Brian Caggiano, Ron Dube, Todd 
Ellis, Al Glossian, Tim Hilton, Luke Michaud, Josh Keefe, Sam Kelley, Grant Lombard, Ed 
Shay, Derek Sinclair, Pat Skall, Morgan Stinson, Bo Thomas, Brian Tyne, Mike Violette, 
Daryl Watson, Derek William . 
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The Orono Baseball 
team was full of 
determination this year. 
The team had a rough 
season resulting in a 
loosing record. 
However, with all of the 
hard work put into 
practices and games, 
the players generally 
feel that they ended 
the season as winners. 
Players are looking to 
next year as they have 
a roster full of young 
and promising talent. It 
is not too early to say 
that the Baseball team 
will work hard in the off 
season to ensure that 
they will live up to their 
full potential next 
season. 
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Hit Me With Your Best Shot 
Back Row: Coach Cole, Jackie Davis, Molly Dupere, Sarah Marquez, Marilyn Nichols, Chelsea Dwyer, 
Coach Whiting. Front Row: Hillary See, Hadley See, Kati Libby, Laura Keating, Katherine Erb, Meg 
Carter. Mis ing: Gretchen Gavett, Emma Schroeder. 
With the lo of orne key enior the 
Orono Softball team showed pride and 
diligence while working through a 
rebuilding year. The win-loss record for 
the Riot did not reflect the hard work and 
effort that went into their sea on. De pite 
some los e , the team kept it optimi tic 
attitude throughout their game and 
practice . The hard work and dedication 
of the team eta trong foundation for 
Orono Softball in the years to come. 
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The Distance 
_ .... " '--
TRACK TEAM Top Row: MJ Travantzis, Wesley Colbath, Craig Jones. Bottom Row: Karen Townsend, Ellen 
Vollmers, Theresa Alverez. Missing: Ben Briggs, Louis Casuntas, Chris Easen, Matt Foster, Paul Gillett, Lisa 
Hedstrom, Amanda Inman, Adam Jones, Miles Kirby, Erin Lynn, Annie Mecham, Adam Micheau, Jason 
Micheau, Cameron Millard, Maria Millard, Justin Mecham, Ryan Mecham, Adam Robinson, Aaron Reynolds, 
Eric Shcimberg, Rognhild Skjetne, Dustin Sleight, Mike Whorton. 
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This was a great sea on for boy and 
girls track. The boy team, dominated 
by top-notch distance runners, the 
Distance Psychos, placed well in the 
tate meet, with very small number . 
The younger boys show a lot of 
potential for a strong set of jumpers and 
thrower . The girl team placed third in 
the state meet with only six 
competitors. They also produced two 
state champion , Maria Millard in the 
high jump, and Ellen Vollmers in the 
pole vault. They both went on to 
compete in the New England Meet. The 
team was lead by captains Aaron 
Reynold , Cameron Millard, Ellen 
Vollmers and Erin Lynn. 
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Kicking Up a Racket 
TE IS TEAM Members: Julie Benoit, adja Blagojevic, Kendra Boutot, Auriel Buitenhuys, at Breece, Joe 
Chang, Audrey Co, Amy Crosby, Emily Gordon, Kylie Hackett, Matt Hedrick, Jake Hedstrom, Celine Hon, 
Justin Ketchin, Jay Kinzer, Katie Kurr, Travers Kurr, Shawna Lancaster, Brooke Leger Russell Lombard, 
Katherine Meade, Laura Morcom, Warren Patterson, Sabina Pendse, Robin Sewall, Vitally Tkachuck, Kristina 
Wihbe , David Wire . 
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The tennis team was powered by a 
strong junior class and a number of 
underclassmen. The team played 
hard and entered playoffs with a 
solid inseason record. 
Unfortunately, the team was 
dissapointed as they lost 5-0 to 
Stearns in the first round. 
• 35 
Great Balls of Fire 
Orono Boys Soccer squeak by Hawks 
VARSITY SOCCER: Derek Williams, Daryl Watson, Mark Mehuren, Jake Hedstrom, Tim Clement, Russ Lom-
bard, Michael John Travantzis, Nat Breece, Tyler Carlisle, Joe Smyth, Brian Mattessich, Miles Kirby, Alyosha 
Klose, Jared Dolley, Nick Dwyer, Sam Kelly, Johann vonHoffman. 
N SOCCER: Mike Tipping-Spitz, Daniel Llovera, Kent Holmes, Simon Bilyk, Elliot Alford, Evan James, Jeff 
Miller, Sam Walton, Adam Miller, Tom Leick, Craig Weatherbee, Billy Allen, Isaac Fernandez, Vitaly Tka-
OrOnO Boys Soccer crush Indians 5-1 
Orono Boys post two wins on week 
36 
The boys' soccer team showed their potential as 
they had nine returning seniors from last year. 
Along with those familiar faces came some young 
fresh ones from some key freshman and sopho-
more players that took over roles on the team. 
There were many 
exciting times 
throughout the sea-
son, in particular 
was the shutout Ells-
worth at home (4-0) 
and the win against 
Hamden. After beat-
ing Old Town in the 
playoffs and surviv-
ing an overtime tie 
the day previous, the 
boys eventually suc-
cumbed to MDI in the quarterfinals of the 
playoffs. Even with the disappointing loss 
to MDI, there was much jubilation in the 
fact that Daryl Watson broke both the 
single season 
scoring record 
and the career 
scoring record 
at Orono. 
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Man! I Fee( Like a Woman 
Varsicy 
Back Row: Brooke Ledger, Erin Lynn, Robin Sewall, Ellen Vollmers, Sophie Gray, Michelle Benoit, Molly 
Dupere, Caylee Westhaven. Middle Row: Alex Winter, Olivia Alford, Hilary See, Sarah Scott, Erica Breton, 
Julia Duncan, Sarah Carli le. Front Row: Zahraa Ibrahem, Marie St. Louis. 
Junior Varsity 
Back Row: Coacli Mark Hundhammer, Julie Mattesich, Greta Schroeder, Alicia Delaney, Hazel Onsrud, Lauren 
On rud, Emma Schroeder, Samantha Dyer, Emily Monroe, Nicole Borday. Middle Row: Christina Shinas, 
Brandy Roy, Leslie Miller, Monica Ranson, Molly Berry, Moira O'Connell, Dona Varney, Alicia Nelson. Front 
Row: Lura Raymond, Joelle Clingerman, Amy Cro by, Channa Pixley. 
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Things to Remember: 
Michelle's huge house and crazy 
sleepovers with the hot tub and 
trampoline. Cid's taste in 
clothing. Robin taking some 
diggers without any help. Erica 
taking Julia's pants off in front 
of the football team. Long talks 
on bu rides home. Mud 
wrestling during rainy games. 
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Girls Just Wanna Have Fun 
Back Row: Coach Samantha Bran, Coach Brianna Bank , MGR Rachel mith, Astrid Frank, Madi Lamb, 
Lisa Hed trom, Emily Reed, Kristina Wihbey, Sarah Brooks, Jessie Newcomb. Middle Row: Felicia King, 
Melissa Ran on, Angelina Shinas, Emily Gordon, Jenn Dunham, Katie Kurr, Bethany Couture. Bottom Row: 
Susan McLaughlin, Katherine Erb, Selena Humphreys, Chelsea Dwyer, Maia Pinsky, Bronwyn Bryant, 
Ashle Smyth, Hadley See. 
This year we were coached by 
two new coaches. Briana Banks 
and Sam Brann. They led us in 
this season, which started out 
slow but ended with six wins, 
including three overtime games 
against Central, Sterns and 
Brewer under the lights. Ba-
nanas. mill babies, crack 
babies, team dinners, 
mafia. crabs, mud. 
Hanibbal Leckter, 
Sam's signs, trolls. 
wizards. giants, ghet-
to stuff, nutella. 
whatevah Dextah ... 
41 
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Crash Into Me 
Back Row: Coach Higgin , Coach Coral, Coach Joseph, Coach Smith. 4th Row: Kern Kennedy, Manuel Desilva, 
Ryan Levesque, Dan Freimer, Lance Cowan, Chris Sterling. 3rd Row: Manuel Sutter, John Saucier, Ben Erker, 
Aaron Lawson, Peter Gavett, Jake Bilodu. 2nd Row: Jason Mishou, Ben Briggs, Zack Pike, Warren Patterson, 
Brandon Terril, Pat Skall, Paul Gillett. Front Row: Jason Spaulding, Mike Mun on, Todd Elli , Adam Robin on, 
Ronnie Dube. 
The Football team this year experienced major tran ition in many ways. For the pa t 
three easons Orono Football has endured some very hard times. Some call these three 
ea ons the wor t three years of Orono Football hi tory. Other respond that every 
program has its up and downs and Orono is ju t getting what' kharmatically their's 
after having so many years of successful teams. Either way, some changes were made 
this year to return Orono Football to it elite statu . For example, a new coaching taff 
was brought in, and most importantly a new mentality was established. This season was 
not the greatest success in terms of the win/loss column, yet in terms of building a 
foundation for year to come, thi year has been invaluable. 
Sultans of Swing 
to 
Brian Caggiano, justm , Jay Kinzer, Mike Whorton, Ryan 
Hanscom, Eric Gordon, Matt Whorton. Bottom Row: Zack Smith, 
Casey Hale, Olaf ordwall, Tom Round, Sarah Marquez, Ryan 
Tipping-Spitz, Travers Kurr, Josh Hale. 
The golf team, lead by a strong senoir 
class, finished 5-6 in the regular season. 
They finished second in the PVC small 
school hampionship with Eric Gordon 
qualifying for the individual state 
championship and the team took third 
place in the state. 
'IJJijli) 
Twist and Shout 
43 
44 
Running Down a Dream 
Back Row: Cameron Millard, dam Jane , Craig Jones, Coach Dill. Front Row: Theresa Alverez, 
Jenn Comstock, Annie Hazelton, Jenn Bishop. 
Despite mall numbers, the 
eros country team had a 
stellar ea on. Capping off a 
year of superb performance . 
Cameron Millard and Craig 
Jone went I and 2 
respectively at the Eastern 
Maine Championship, with 
Adam Jones clo e behind. All 
three ran trong races at the 
State Championships, and 
Cameron qualified for and 
ran in the New England 
Champion hips. In the girl ' 
action, Theresa Alvarez trounced the 
competition, taking first in the Eastern 
Maine and State Champion hip . There a 
ran an impre sive race at the ew England 
Champion hip meet. fini hing 33rd out of 
several hundred of ew England' finest. 
The Orono cross country team definitely 
showed it deserves a place among the be t 
team in the state. 
45 
Basket Case 
VARSITY TEAM Back Row: Todd Elli, Jesse White, John Saucier, Aaron Watson, Mike Ulrich, Ju tin Perron, 
Eric Kempen. Bottom Row: ick Heitmann, Mark Mehuren, Daryl Watson, Derek Sinclair, Ryan Mace. 
46 
JV TEAM Back Row: Coach Higgin , Exiquo 
Cooper-Anderson, Daniel Schuetzmann, Corey 
William , Ju tin Perron, Matt Fo ter, Peter 
Gavett. Front Row: Gabe Paul, Sam Kelly, Jared 
Dolley, ick Bear, Brandon Miller. 
FRESHMA TEAM Back Row: Ryan Levesque, Andrew 
Kahl, Lance Cowan, Craig Weatherbee, Jeffrey Miller. 
Bottom Row: Thoma Leick, Curran Kennedy, I aac 
Fernandez, Alyosha Klose. 
This basketball cason started off the mo t promising for alL c pccially 
the cnior . We came out like a hou c of fire in our fir t couple of 
home games but fell and lost by two and five points. Together the team 
bounced back and had unforgettable game defeating the Eastern 
Maine Class B hampion Herman a well as the Class C State 
Champion Penquis. An unexpected lo s to Ellsworth put the team back 
on our heel and a narrow win again t Stearn wa a hit in the gut 
telling the team needed to pick up our game. As the season rolled on 
the team wa nip and tuck in heel point going down and up, a few 
more lossc by ix or less put the team back to twelfth place, forcing the 
team to have to preliminary games. The first preliminary resulted in an 
unforgettable win against Fort Kent 84-46; easily the greatest game 
together. The second preliminary re ultcd in the story of our season. A 
close and controver ial game, which the team lost by two in the closing 
cconds. !though a bitter end it was a great season. 
47 
Jumper 
VARSITY Back Row: Megan Plante, Sophie Gray, Je ica Wagner, Marie Lint, Molly Dupere, Maia Pinsky, 
Hilary See. Bottom Row: Madi Lamb, Erica Breton, Marilyn ichols, Sarah Marquez, Emily Reed. 
JV Back Row: Joleta Faggiole, Sam Dyer, Jes iea Moore, Mark 
Hundhammer, Mindy Hile, Emma Schroeder, Mila Popva. 
Bottom Row: Katherine Erb, Bethany Coture, Molly Berry, Kylie 
Hackett, Maia Pinsky. Missing: Hazel Onsrud 
The girls ba ketball team exceeded ex-
pectation for the eason, finishing 
with an overall record of 13-6. Led by 
senior captains Sarah Marquez, 
Marilyn ichols, and Erica Breton, 
the Riot up et several top ranked 
teams including MDI and Penquis. 
FRESHMA Back Row: Alicia el on, Marie Lint, 
Coach Tim Bundy, Kimberly Patterson, Julie 
Mattessich. Bottom Row: Amanda Moore, Jennifer 
Quinn, Trista Worthen, Olivia Alford. 
Younger players, including Je sica Wagner, made major con 
tribution to the team. As long a they can learn to see teams 
wearing yellow jer eys, they have a bright future. 
48 
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Ice Ice Baby 
OROI':O ICE HOCKEY-Front ro" (L tor): Casey Hale, Will Toner, dam Miller, Mark Caggiano, Derek William , Mike 
Merritt, ick Dwyer, Ian Ferguson. Travers Kurr, and Paul Pangburn. Back: Coach Hirsch, Pat Skall, Eric Gordon. Tyler 
Carlisle, Scott Zadaki , Jake Hed ·trom, Nat Breece, Brian Caggiano. Jay Kinzer, Brian Mattcssich, Du tin Sleight, Evan 
Jame , Joe Smyth, and Coach Blair Marsh. 
50 
The Orono High School Hockey team had an lliiE.Iil-~i.i~· 
1 exciting season this year. From the beginning 
there was excitement and an overwhelming 
sense of camaraderie between player . Their 
coach alway aid "ride the waves" and the 
team proved to be capable of taking each 
game at a time and battling the ups and 
down of the season, ending with a 20-0-0 
record. Although the season did not end with 
a state championship, after the dust settled 
the cason proved to be a fun filled four 
months of high school hockey. GO R IOTS!!! 
51 
Don't Drink the Water 
WIM TEAM Back Row: adja Blagojevic, Amy Crosby, Channa Pixley, Hadley ee, Selena Humphrey , Joelle Clingerman, 
Mary Banker, trid Frank, ngelina hina , Felicia King. Middle Row: Katy Mitchell Molly Smith , Kate Kovenock, 
Bronwyn Bryant, aomi Kirk-Lawlor, Ellen Gledof, Heather Jones, Jenni Johnson , Jennifer Bi hop, Kathryn Meade, Kelly 
windlehurst. Front Row: Rob Marks, Ryan Gordon, Cameron Millard, Tim Clement, Kyle West, Joe Cheng. Mis ing: Miles 
52 
Kirby, Dave octomah, Lauren On rud, Megan harette. 
Overall the 2000-2001 swim season was a 
success for the Orono team. Both Girls ' and 
Boys ' teams worked and played hard all season 
to finish with respectable win-loss records and 
several State Championship qualifiers . Among 
those competing at the State Championships, 
senior Kate Kovenock successfully completed a 
four year undefeated career in individual events 
with two state records . The Orono swim team 
will be losing several talented seniors, but a 
strong group of underclassmen look to continue 
the Riot tradition next 
53 
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Jump, Jive and Wail 
CHEERI'\G SQlAD Bac~ Row: Knstm,l IV1hbc\·, Em•ly Gordon, Susan Mcl.Jughhn . Sorah Scott. '\;ad•a Munson . Bottom Row· Juha Duncan, Mary 
Th1beault, Brooke Leger, Sarah Carhsc. 
Overall, from the four hour practice to the Easter Maine 
competition, the 2000-200 I Cheering cason was a 
success. Although the majority of the team was new to 
cheering, a veteran cheerer and good coaching helped to 
guide them through the season. Many things came slow 
at fir t but then the pace incrca cd and everyone learned 
quickly. With tumbling, spirit, and sen e of humor on 
their side, the team had a good chance at competition 
but a few problems with their stunts hindered their 
performance. The cheering team had a great season and 
will continue to SHOW THEM THE MONEY! 
Born to Run 
I DOOR TRACK Back Row: Michael-John Tavantzi , Olof ordwall, Mike Willette, am Walton, Ja on 
Spaulding, Craig Jones, Adam Jone , Aaron Reynolds, Nick LeGrande, We Colbath. Middle Row: Alex 
Winter, Rachel Smith, Karen Townsend, Theresa Alvarez, Erin Lynn, Ellen Vollmers, Julie Benoit. Front 
Row: Coach Brand, Coach Vinal. 
The indoor track team had a ucce ful eason, 
they had many individual standout on the 
team, and at the same time tuck together as a 
team all ea on. Everybody on the team 
worked hard and managed to have fun al o. 
With good leadership and good coaching the 
team worked together and wa a great rep-
re entation of Orono High School. The track 
team would like to thank everyone who up-
ported the team and all the coache and vol-
unteers who tuck with the team. 
55 
Hammer Time 
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· Spirit in the Sky 
57 
58 
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Bang On The Drum All Day 
BA\;D Back Row: (left to nght) Mr. Hodgdon, Alex Kenney, Dan Whittington, Ellen Vollmers, Ryan Tipping-Sp1tz, Manuel Sutter, 
Chris He1tmann, josh Terriault, Cullen Gallagher. 4th Row: Heather jones, Amanda Moore, David Wihry. Channa Pi,lev, Afton 
Cvrus, Selena Humphreys, Rob Marks, jay Kinzer, Aaron Reynolds, Rachel Houtman, Kaylee Lydick, josh Thompson, Chuck 
Smith. 3rd Row: Chris Sterling, Laura Raymond, joelle Clingerman, jo~h Boldue, Audrey Co, Hazel Onsrud, Brian Cody, Tony 
MaJOr, Miles Kirby, Laura Morcom, johann von Hoffman, Paul Pangburn, Ian Babbitt, Emily Gordon, Mmdy Hilc, Jan Averill, 
Kylene Hackett. 2nd Row: Erin Lynn, Sabina Pendse, Kristina Wihber, Kendra Boutot, Amy Crosby, julie BenOit, Karen Townsend, 
Tracie jason, licole Fowler. Front Row: Ale' Winter, Lindsey Walker, Marie Lint, jody Pangburn. 
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Jazz Band 
JAZZ BA D Back Row: Mr. Hodgedon. Rob Marks. Cullen 
Gallahger, Ellen Vollmer . Third Row: Dan Whittington, Aaron 
Reynolds. Rachel Houtman. Second Row: Selena Humphrey , Jay 
Kin er. Afton Cyrus, Amanda Moore. Frount Row: Ian Babbit, 
Mile Kirby. Laura Morcom. 
Sing Sing Sing 
CHORCS Back Row· (left to nght) Afton Cyru>. '\1eole LaGa._e, \leghan Carter, Kalyee Lyd1ck. Emlly Lewey. Adam Robmson. Aaron Re) nolds. Bnan 
Cagg1ano, john Saucier, jesse \.\'h1h.•, \\'arrcn Patterson. Ja,.on Spauldmg. jen Comstock. Jenm Johnson, Emily \\'alton. Sheena Gn .. -enlaw , 'atasha Cerem, 
Amanda Franos. 2nd Row: Donanna \1c\Iallv, Lesk•e \1iller, Am\· CrO"tb\" , Emma Schroeder, Katy Mitchell, Kathl'nne \.1eade, Da\Jd Boutot. Dan \1adore, 
Scott ZadakJ>. Ian Avenll. josh Thomp,on, '\ad1a Munson, Krystal Grad,:. Heather )one>. Bethan)· \lazerolle. 3rd Row: juha Duncan, Am1e Thomas. joelle 
Clingerman, Marcell Gallagher. Carne Bnggs. Andrea Mecham. Laura Oakes. Grieg Cheney, Ian Ferguson, Mark Cagg1ano. Olaf '\ordwell. Susan \lclaughhn. 
Becky Bailey, Kim Patterson, Samantha Dyer, Katherine Erb, Je~siCa Moore. Front Row: Griff Lambert, josh LaBelle, Andrew Kahl , Paul ;::;illctt, Tony MaJOr, 
Ell1ot Alford, D.ucy Sm1th, Traoc jason, M1c.;..,y \Joycs, jess1ca McPhee, Mcagan Plantl', Amanda True, Evan james. 
District 5 Chorus 
District 5 Band 
DISTRICT 5: julie Benoit, Selena Humphreys, Ian 
Babbi t. Missing: Tracie ja on 
All State 
ALL STATE: Alex Winter, Evan james, Simon Bilyk, Becky Bailey, Afton 
Cyrus, Griff Lambert, Miles Kirby 
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Bittersweet Symphony 
ORCHESTRA Standing: (left to right) Mr. Caballero, Bethany Couture, 
Rebecca Steiger, Joseph Cheng, Evan James, Curran Kennedy, Simon Bilyk, 
Miles Kirby. Sitting: athaniel Kellogg, Griff Lambert, Andrew Breece. 
o ·h, What A Night! 
Cast Back Row (left to right) Lydw Hall, jeremy Latour, ~adja BlagoJCVIC, l'\ad1a 1unson, 
Chase Card-Burns, Travis Alford, Sarah Gray, Sarah BenJamin, Afton Cyrus, Alex Kenney, 
Avano '.sh1ka1, Shawna Lancaster. Bottom Row· Gnff Lambert, Kristina W•hbc\", ian 
Babb1t, Tony MaJor, Becky Bailv, Rose Whelan. -
Cast Back Ro11·: (left to right) Kristina Wihe\ , Karen Townsend, Ian Babbit, Chase 
Card-Burns, Shawna Lancaster, Lynn Kabche, \1ike Munson, Erik Schvmberg, 
josh Thompson, Selena Humphre-ys, Ian Averill, Tony \1ajor. Second Row: Griff 
Lambert, jeremy Latour, Hazel Onsrud, Beckv Bailey, Afton yrus Ro e Whelan, 
Travis Alford, adia Blagojevic. First Row: Howte Wheldon, C'ulllen Gallegher, 
Tina MacDonald, Raginhild Skjetne, Elliot Wilco>.. 
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Something's Afoot I 
CAST Top Row: Evan James, Jo hua Thomp on, ian Babbit. Middle Row: 
Griff Lambert, ian Averill, Dustin Sleight, Dan Whittington, Cullen Gallagher, 
Rob Marks, Ellen Vollmers, Jeremy Latour. Bottom: Afton Cyrus, Andrew 
Breece, adia Muson, adja Blagojevic, Lura Raymond, Becky Bailey. 
Broadway Tonight 2 
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CAST: Afton Cyrus, Becky 
Bailey, adja Blagojevic, 
Griff Lambert, Jeremy 
Latour, Alex Kenny, 
Dustin Sleight, Lauren 
Onsrud 
Struck a Nerve 
.. 
It's A Small World 
DIVERSITY TEAM: Tom Round, Sarah Marquez, Jesse ewcomb, Sophie Bray, Michael-John 
Travantzis, Emily Walton, Mila Popova, Margot Tyne, Caitlin Mitchell, Brian Tyne, Casey 
Smith. Bottom Row: Mark Mehuren, Miles Kirby, Pat Skall, Madi Lamb, Molly Dupre, Li a 
Hedstrom, Kelly Swindlehurst, Zach Carter, Josh Thierrault, Michelle Benoit, Doriana 
Me ally. 
Panning For Gold 
When I was young 
I read books by 
Judy Blume, 
Gary Paulsen, 
Lois Lowry, 
Roald Dahl, 
Jane Yolen 
Good, wholesome children's authors. 
I never read 
The Babysitter's Club, 
Goose bumps, 
or 
Sweet Valley High 
In sixth grade my mother gave me 
a book of stories by 
Isaac Bashevis Singer. 
His stories were differnt 
than others I d read . 
They seemed to matter more. 
Somehow they seemed more real 
In eighth grade I read 
Catcher in the Rye. 
Recommended by a friend . 
I read Shakespeare·s 
Romeo and Juliet 
after seeing it in the movie theatre. 
I began wandering into the adult section 
of the library 
ot for research, 
but in attempt to find books that would 
change me. 
But libraries do not categorize in ways 
that make such searching ea y. 
There are no shelves with tables like, 
'Books Written by People Who Have 
Something Unique and 
of Importance to Offer the World' 
'Useles Attempts at Adventure' 
'Books Worth Reading' or 
'Cliched Romantic Stories' 
The Dewey decimal system makes no 
distinction 
between genius and boredom 
On the Road, One Hundred Year of 
Solitude, and Brave ew World 
and are shelved beside 
The Day the Cowboy Quit, K is for 
Killer and The ABC's of Managing Your 
Money, 
It's like panning for Gold. 
When I was fifteen 
I read the first poem that made me feel 
jarred awake after having been 
carelessly dosing through life. 
My theater instructor gave it to me 
and told me to be ready to perform it as 
a monologue 
in five minutes 
"Lady Lazarus", by Sylvia Plath, in five 
minutes. 
I had no idea language could be like 
that. 
aomi Kirk-Lawlor 
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Ces Soiiees-La 
FRE!\CH CLUB Top Row: (left to n~ht) jeremy L,1tour t\1lke Whorton, Selen,1 Humphn•vs. Manuel Sutter, jenn Dunham, Bronwyn Bryant, julie Benmt. Knstina Wihbey, 
!\adia Munson, Arielle BUJtenhu,·s. IIddle Row Paul Gtllett. Afton Cyrus, Lmn J-;abche, MtChael·john I a\· an!/". Bottom Row. Dushn Sleight, Z:tck Pike, Mana Millard, !late! 
Onsrud, Mlle. Rose, Katy Mitchell, Lisa Hedstrom, 1\adJa Blago1evic, Ellen Geldof, Mata Pinsky, Bethany Couture, Mary Banker, Becky Bailev MISsing: K.uen Townsend. 
FRE~CH NATIONAL HO!\OR SOCIETY Top to right) 
Lvnn Kabche, Afton Cvrus, Jeremv Latour, 1iJ..e Whorton, Selena 
Jenn Dunham, Ellen V~llmers, Bronwyn Bryant, Julie Benoit, Dan Whittington, 
Maia Pinsky. Bottom Row: Johann von Hoffman, Maria Millard, Hazel Onsrud, 
Mlle . Ros~. Katy Mitchell, Ryan Gordon, '\;aomi Kirk-Lawlor, Molly Dupere 
..,,....- ...,,...-- _.M,ssmg: Kate KO\·enock, Karen Townsend. 
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FRE'\;CH TRIP Top Row: (left to right) Paul Gillett, Jeremy Latour, 
Mike Whorton, Dustin Sleight, Mike Tippmg-Spitz, Chris Eason. 
Bottom Row: Johann von Hoffman, Mana Millard, Zack Pike, Mlle. 
Rose, Katy Mitchell, Lisa Hedstrom, Emma Schroeder, Amy Crosby, 
Madt Lamb . 
Los Pollitos 
SPAI\ I ~ H CLUB Top Ro": lleft to nghtJ t-;vlit> H,Kkett, 1-;athenne Erb. t-;,m Brasseau. Senora Crocker D,lmel Llovera. lnn Lvnn. Sarah ,\1arquez, Sarah Scott. Robm Se"all, 
Emliv Rt>ed. \Ve> CoiiMth. Ben Erk!'r, Grant Lombard, :\lv"a Wegner. M1ddl!' Ro\\ Emilv \V,llton. Laur,l Morcom. R.lthel Houtman. Cam!'ron "v11llard, Gnft Lambert, Scott 
Zad,lk", fliiM\ SPt>, [mily Gordon, SophiP Gra~. )essiC,l \\',lgner, S,Jillll.l Pend,l', 'Kk Dw.,er, Mile' t-;~rbv Peter G,l\!'tt, Ev,m j,1m1,;. Bottom Ro\\, lm i(t>mpPn, ),1ke 
llecbtrom, 
Llovera, Erin Lynn, Sarah Marquez, Robin Sewall, Emily Reed, Derek Williams, 
jen Comstock, jessica Moore. Middle Row: Emily Watton, Laura Morcom, Rachel 
Houtman, Griff lambert, Scott Zadakis, Brian Mattessich, Miles Kirby, Nick 
Dwyer, Cullen Gallagher, Elliot Alford, Brian Cody, Katy Mitchell, Alex Bagley. 
Bottom Row: llazel Onsrud, aomi Kirk~Lawlor, Ryan Cordon, Deon Neptune, 
OR SOCIETY: (left to right) 
Rachel Houtman, Sarah Marquez, Jen Comstock, 
Cameron Millard . 
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One World 
AFS CLUB Back Row: MJ Tavantzi , Jeremey Latour, Danny Llovera, Mike Whorton, Olof ordwall, Manuel Sutter, Jen 
Dunham, Mila Popova, Sarah Scott, Robin Sewall, Sabina Pendse. 2nd Row Down: Juile Benoit, Selena Humphreys. 
Middle Row: Jen Bishop, Audrey Co, Chandra Pixley, Lynn Kabche, Zach Pike, Jesse ewcomb, Ellen Geldof, adja 
Blagojevic, Hazel Onsrud, Bethany Mazerolle, Arielle Butenhuyes, Kelly Swindlehurt, Amy Crosby, Jessica Wagner, 
Emily Gordon. Front Row: Jodie Pangburn, Kylie Hackett, Laura Morcom, Emma Schroeder. 
Manuel Sutter 
Switzerland 
Daniel Llovera Ellen Geldof 
Argentina Belgium 
Thi year Orono held an AFS 
weekend from January 25-28 
where AFSers from around the 
state came to visit Orono. 
Olof Nordwall 
Sweden 
*The yearbook taffwould like to thank ELLIOTT WILCOX, whom for four years, ha taken all activitie photograph and 
ha never been pictured in any of the activitie , uch a drama and yearbook, that he ha participated in.* 
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News From the Front 
l SIDE EWSPAPER STAFF Top Row: Chaz Ouellette, johann von Hoffman, Paul 
Pangburn, Mike Tipping-Spitz, Chris Eason, jeremy Latour (Editor), Maia Pinsky, Selena 
Humphreys (Editor), Hazel On rud (Editor), 'aomi Kirk-Lawlor (Editor), jake Hedstrom, 
Erica Breton, Rachel Casey. Second Row: adja Blagojevic (Editor), Ryan Gordon (Editor), 
Bronwyn Bryant (Editor-in-Cheif), Marilyn 'ichols. Third Row: Alex Winters, .\1iles 
Kirby, Cullen Gallagher (Editor), Ian Babbit, Karen Townsend, Keir Peter on (Editor), 
Cameron Millard, Hadley See, Molly Dupere, Dustin Sleight, jenn Dunham, Tim Clement. 
Fourth Row: Griff Lambert, Channa Pixley, Audrey Co, Katherine \llitchell. Mi sing: 
Chelsea Dwyer (Editor) 
Paperback Writer 
YEARBOOK STAFF Top Row: Hazel Onsrud (Editor), Dustin Sleight, 
Selena Humphrey , Hadley See, Karen Townsend, Katherine Erb, 
Kylie Hackett, Dan Whittington, Julie Mattessich, Olivia Alford. 
Bottom Row: Kendra Boutot, Emma Schroeder, Laura Morcom, 
Audrey Co, Channa Pixley, Russell Lombard, Erin Lynn, Sarah Scott, 
Jessica Wagner, Alyssa Wegner, Bethany Corture, Ariel Buitenhuy , 
Lura Raymond, Ryan Mace. Missing: Kate Kovenock (Editor), Mike 
Whorton 
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Rock of Ages 
A TIO AL HO OR SOCIETY Top Row: 
Jen Dunham, adja Blagojevic, Lisa 
Hedstrom, Bronwyn Bryant, Hazel Onsrud, 
aomi Kirk-Lawlor, Dan Whittington, 
Rachel H'Jutman, Laura Morcom, Julie 
Benoit, Jeremy Latour. Bottom Row: Lynn 
Kabche, Maria Millard, Robin Sewall, 
Sarah Marquez, Cameron Millard, Marilyn 
ichols, Selena Humphreys, Tim Clement, 
Ellen Vollmers, Mike Whorton, Ryan 
Gordon, Johann von Hofman. Mi sing: 
Kate Kovenock, Maia Pinsky 
Loser 
HISTORY CLUB Top Row: Johann 
von Hoffmann, Pat Skall, Hadley See, 
Mr. Halsted. Bottom Row: Brian Mat-
te sich, Rus ell Lombard, Keir Peter-
son, Kelly Swindlehurst, athanial 
Kellogg. 
Lollipop Lollipop 
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KEY CLUB Top Row: Paul 
Pangburn, Michelle Benoit, Pat 
Skal1, Dustin Sleight, Mary Banker, 
Jess ewcomb, Kelly Swindlehur t, 
Hadley See, Channa Pixley, Laura 
Morcom, Adam Dauphinee. 
Bottom Row: Brian Mattessich, 
Ronnie Dube, Katherine Erb, Kylie 
Hackett, Jenny Johnson, Jody 
Pangburn, Audrey Co, Kendra 
Boutot, Julie Benoit. 
Little Solider Boy 
BOY'S STATE: Ryan Gordon, Tim Clement, 
Russell Lombard, Dustin Sleight, Mike 
Whorton. 
AMERICAN WOMAN 
GIRLS STATE: aomi Kirk-Lawler, Ellen 
Vollmers, Hazel Onsrud, Bronwyn Bryant 
Easier Said Than Done 
BOOK AWARD RECIPIE TS: 
9th Grade: Elliot Alford, Sarah Car-
li le, Kelly Swindlehurst 
lOth Grade: adja Blagojevic, Emma 
Schroeder 
11th Grade: Tim Clement, Selena 
Humphreys 
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Calculus (U+Me=Us) 
MATH TEAM Back Row: (left to right) Chris Eason, Celine Hoen, Michael-John 
Tavantzis. Front Row: Marilyn ichols, Naomi Kirk-Lawlor, Bronwyn Bryant, Maia 
Pinsky, Ryan Gordon, Joe Cheng, Mile Kirby, adia Blagojevic, Cullen Gallagher. 
SERVICE LEAR I G 
ADVISORY BOARD Back Row: 
(left to right) Mary Banker, Griff 
Lambert, Russell Lombard, 
Sophie Gray. Front Row: 
Hadley See, Dustin Sleight, Pat 
Skall, Afton Cyrus, Alex 
Kenney. 
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Jlelp! 
Our Director 
STUDE T COU CIL Back Row: (left to right) Laura Raymond, Chaz Ouellette, ick Bear, Matt Whorton, Russell 
Lombard, Madi Lamb, Sophie Gray, Kristina Wihbey, Mike Whorton. Front Row: Caylee Westhaven, Jenn 
Dunham, Robin Sewall, Dustin Sleight, Brooke Ledger, Marilyn ichols, Ashley Smyth, Channa Pixley, Micheal 
Tipping-Spitz, Miles Kirby, Cameron Millard. 
It's My Party 
PROM COMMITTEE Back Row: 
(left to right) Paul Pangburn, Pat 
Skall, Emily Reed, Madi Lamb, 
Mark Caggiano. Front Row: Jo-
hann von Hoffman, Brian Mat-
tessich, Lisa Hedstrom, Molly 
Dupere, Erin Lynn, Robin 
Sewall, Channa Pixley. 
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Moon dance 
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When thinking of the senior class as a whole, I cannot say 
that I am its best spokesperson. However, I don't know if 
there exists the perfect spokesperson; instead, I can only offer 
some insights that I have collected from both internal and 
external observation. This year's senior class is clearly different 
from those of former years. I feel that, as a group, we are 
more diverse, and our members are more eclectic. 
Most seniors have, throughout their high school experiences, 
been involved in a wide range of activities from astounding 
academics and sports to successful clubs that have seen their 
numbers rise. What makes these students most unique, 
however, are their skills and interests that they cultivate 
outside of school. While I am sure that many people in high 
school have had outside interests, what makes our class 
special is that our members share their talents within our 
class, bringing their interests into school to enlighten others. I 
never cease to be amazed by the talent displayed by some of 
my classmates. Many have had lessons in music or art, and 
they display their abilities in thought or reading, and therefore 
have many interesting topics for conversation or debate, either 
of which can spontaneously arise in any situation. I have also 
had the experience, many times, of attending a local art 
exhibit, poetry reading, or lecture, and seeing that a large 
portion of the senior class has also decided to attend. Such 
encounters never fail to make me slightly proud of this school 
and our class, although I feel a little silly admitting so. 
While I have hinted at the many activities enjoyed by our 
class members, it is also important to note that each person 
spreads their involvement in many different areas, a trait from 
which springs our aforementioned eclectic nature. It is the 
individual members of our class that make high school so 
enjoyable. I always appreciate seeing basketball players 
reading poetry or debating politics, math team members 
discussing the details of 1950's jazz, or normally quiet 
philosophers rocking at Cabaret. And I always love it when I 
attend what I thought would be a stereotypical high school 
drinking party, only to find myself two hours later looking 
over the star-lit Stillwater, immersed in an intoxicating and 
intense philosophical conversation, ending only at dawn. 
Ryan Gordon 
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BOA 

BOC 

Leader of the Pack 
Senior Class Officers: (left to right) Russell Lombard, Chelsea Dwyer, 
Dustin Sleight, Mike Whorton. 
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The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 
MOST LIKELY TO SERVE FRIES WITH HAT 
Du tin Sleight and Brooke Leger 
i\10 LIKELY 0 BE FIVE Mi l TE LATE FOR 
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EVERYTHI G 
Derek Williams and Zahraa lbrahem 
ORONO 
l'srr e,,u. 
MOST S RCASTIC 
Sarah Marquez and Tom Round 
Mike Whorton and Erica Breton 
MOST LIKELY TO MARRY FOR MO EY 
Brian aggiano and Susan McLaugh lin 
BEST O RAL HYGIENE 
Dan Whi ttington and Karen Town end 
EAGEREST STREAKER 
Ellen Vollmer and Ru sel Lombard 
EY TO A FRIE TD 
MOST LIKELY TO BECOME STUCK I A 
REVOLVI G DOOR 
aomi Kirk-Lawlor and Michael-John Tavantzi 
MOST LIKELY TO START A REVOLUTIO 
Keir Peterson and Kim Brasseau 
BEST PROCRA TI TOR 
hley Smythe and 
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My Favorite Things 
What you do when your parents leave: party and calculus 
Favorite tardy excuse: time zone difference, got lo t, clogged toilet 
Fir t book you aid you read, but didn't: Baron In The Trees, The Scarlet Letter 
Cla se most likely to fall asleep in: AP Bio, Math 
Harde t teacher to under tand: Mr. Luthin 
Favorite pep band song: Rocky, Eye of the Tiger, El Cumbanchero 
Favorite bathroom: the one that are open 
Favorite things on bathroom stall: "Reasons to join Inside," "I have herpes." 
Favorite teacher to impersonate: Tad, Mr. Littlefield, Phip 
How you eat pasta: twirl it, slurp it, with chopsticks 
Be t cars in parking lot: Carlo , the Ghetto Mobile, Chaz' moped 
Favorite lunch lady: Deb, Mrs. Mace 
Favorite food at Pat's: breadsticks and pizza 
Favorite band: Husqvarna 
Favorite place in Orono: Web ter, Pat's, I don't really spend time in Orono 
Favorite thing about round table : 7 minute nap, last min. homework, breakfa t 
Favorite perch activities: What perch? 
Favorite high school sport to watch: hockey, math team 
Favorite superhero: Super Grover, Batman, Mighty Mouse, Wonderwoman 
Favorite cereal: Lucky Charms, Cri py Hexagons, Choc. Fro ted Sugar Bombs 
Favorite Olympic port: trampoline, diving, rythmic gymnastics 
Favorite things about puberty: being taller than the boys, the voice crack 
Favorite crazy lady rant: "Have you seen my angel?" 
Best cafeteria food: monkey bread, curly frie 
Best cla to have a party in: Senora's, Physic 
Favorite game: the penny game, capture the flag 
Best study hall: McCuddy, Mrs, Philbrook, Phip 
Best substitute teacher: Mrs. Taylor, Mrs. Kirk 
Smellie t part of the chool: the Ghetto, the cafeteria, Mr. Be y's room 
Teacher to be stranded on an island with: Mr. McCuddy, Minna, Mr. Ingraham 
Favorite place to have lunch: art room, outside 
Favorite movie: Empire Records, Princess Bride, Nomadic A assm 
Best window to jump out of: computer lab, Physics, Merch' 
Favorite gym sport: Ultimate fri bee, Pickleball 
Where you will be ummer after graduation: in bed, working, far, far away 
You work at: Burger King 
Favorite TV show :Iron Chef, The Wonder Years, Antique Roadshow 
Favorite custodians and bus driver : the Candyman, Jerry 
Other things to remember: Nutella! 3PV, "Get the mop." Pooter's house, Intro 
Math Random Noise Day, Minna, AP study ession , hour at Fogler, Laura' 
house, the Ice Storm, sophomore lip ync, math team hats, cen ored new paper, 
wim practice howers, Erwann, Brown's Beach, locking Rus in the clo et, "The 
Hoove", Baby-Think-It-Over, Mrs. Otto, ordering pizza from emergency phone, 
Mr. Luthin being pulled over/speeding ticket/no inspection/no headlight /out of 
gas, skipping to vote, Fly Swatter game, Mike' Devil-Truck, Em's ba ement, 
DJ Scrappa, INSIDE, Fiddler, The Winslow game, William burg, Tred' Mole 
Song, Mr . Fowler' fill-in-the-blank , beating enior in Winter Carnival, Mr . 
Taylor, late night Pat's, Mr. Gardner's hunter orange shirt, revoked licen e , 
French trip/Murphy' , Jimmy Dan Une Boite, Bly reading, Crazy Lady. 
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Tara Smith 
February 27, 1982- February 27, 1999 
In Memory of Tara 
Don't grieve for me, for now I'm 
free. 
I'm following the path God has 
laid you see. 
I took His hand when I heard Him 
call. 
I turned my back and left it all. 
I could not stay another day, 
To laugh , to love, to work or play. 
Tasks left undone must stay that 
way. 
I found that peace at the close of 
the day. 
Prehaps my time 
seemed all too brief. 
Don't lengthen it now 
with undue grief. 
Lift up your hearts and 
peace to thee. 
God wanted me now; 
He set me free! 
Love You Forever, 
Mom and Dad 
James Allen 
"Most of the things I worry about never 
happen anyways."-Ryan Cassidy 
I wanna shout out to "Elite'' and Ground-
scrapers. 
"If sparks don't fly, it\ too high" 
Thanks: I would like to thank, mom, dad. 
and my Iii' sis split. I wanna thank Brooks, 
Tracie, Porky, Brandon. and everyone else 
that I could actually stand in this school. 
Theresa Alvarez 
"Your life can be anything and everything 
you want it to be. Let's make it good" 
Thanks: Class of 200 I !1 Good luck! 
Kim(wormy), Brian. Deon- I love you all! 
JD. AS, EG, Zl, CM- Don't ever change. 
Thanks to my family for all the love and 
support. Special thanks to Matt- Tc amo con 
todo mi carazon! 
Daniel Astle 
"Don't be afraid of the future. it doesn't 
include vou, it only removes you."-
Powerman 5000 
Thanks: Mom, Dad. Buddy. JM for all the 
great times. RH you're like a sister. Tracie 
for all your love and patience. and also my 
big brother Jercm). 
Alex Bagley 
''I'd like to introduce you to our host. .. he's 
got his, and I've got mine. meet The De-
cline''- NOFX 
,, o acamts and no surprises, Please''- Ra-
diohead 
Thanh: \\ill, Lenn). Peet, Dave. Mom, 
Dad, and everyone else. o thanks to: 
JBMHS (LM. MSG). 
Julie Benoit 
''On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur.''- Saint-
Exupery 
Thanks: Mom and Dad for your tireless 
guidance/love. Michelle, Laura, Paula, An-
dy, Krysta, Cowbo). Kylie. Katherine. Ra-
chel H. for everything; Mademoiselle Rose, 
Mr. Ingraham, Mr Hodgdon, SM and RC 
(horse memories). 
Kimberly Lyn Brasseau 
" ometimes a word IS found so right it trem-
bles at the slightest explanation."- Rita 
Dove 
Thanks: hawn for always there, no matter 
what. Mom and Dad for supporting & be-
lieving in me. shlcy for all the wonderful 
times we had together. Derek for "our 
talks''. Thcrcsa(umpa) for understanding & 
being there. Brian C. Deon, Johnny, MNM. 
MU. ZI. RL. 
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Nat Breece 
"It i~ impossible to enjoy u.lhng thoroughly 
unless one has plenty of work to do.'·- Je-
rome Klapka Jerome 
Thanks: Mv famih, Chelsea. Robm, Brooke, 
and all my~ other ·girls. Lnn for putting up 
with me, Matt\, Derek. EK. the Sewalls. all 
the hockey boy:s, and all the teachers that let 
me pass stufT in late. 
Erica Breton 
"Keep the good times rolling. but keep you 
clothes on."- Jeanie Reed 
"Partv hard but stav soft."- Ten James 
Thanks: !\1om. Dad, Paul. Laura. tC. 
Smurf. Molh. PS, NH .. B. M'T RAI , Sar-
ah, Brian. Derek, CD, EK. MM. AS, D\\, 
Rohm for showing me more to life. 
Ryan Brountas 
"t eYer thrust your Ov\ n s1ckh: into another's 
corn. ''-Publilius Syrus 
Thanks: Mr. Phippen, Mrs. Tredwell, Mr. 
Glueck, Mrs. Taylor, Mr. McCuddy, fellow 
students. fnends, family, and the MacMil-
lans. 
Bronwyn Bryant 
"Oh I get b) with a little help from my 
friends··- The Bcatlcs 
"It IS a newspaper's dut~ to print the news 
and raist· hell"- The Chicago T1mes 
Thanks: Hazel. Ome. Maia. Selena, Afton, 
Rvan, and James for the memories and the 
liFelong friendships: Mrs. Taylor and Philly 
for teaching me so much about art, writing 
and life. 
Brian Caggiano 
•High School is the stepping stone for the 
rest of your life. take note ami learn from 
what you do and the people you meet." 
Thanks to: my parents. my bro Mark, Der-
ek. Mike M .. Chcech, CD, MU, TR, The 
Little D1pper, AK. RI, TA, Ski Mafia, Class 
of 2000, and the fun parties. 
Tyler Carlise 
"Sometimes I feel the fear of uncertainty 
stingmg clear. And I cannot help but ask 
myself how much I let fear take the wheel 
and steer. It's driven me before, and it seems 
to have a \·ague, haunting mass appeal. But 
lately I am beginning to find that I should he 
the one behind the wheel."- incubus 
Rachel Casey 
"I lul\e come to know mvsclt and ha\·e 
gathered myself from cvcl)~hcrc··- Gospel 
of Eve 
''What myth arc you li\ ing''- Carl Jung 
'·Be selfish''- RLC 
Thanks: Thanks for everything mom. To 
those who went before me, with me. and 
after me. Thanks to my teachers who got 
into my head and stayed. not just passed 
threw. 
Natasha Cerini 
''You should judge a person for what's in-
side of thcm. instead of judg111g them on the 
outsiue"- My Mother 
Thanks: M\ teacher Mr~. V for always hel-
ping mc out with everything. M)· best 
friends for always being there and putting up 
with me. SG, KM. DB. and JS. To the rest of 
Ill} friends. thanks for always talking to me 
and trying to get me to talk to you guys. 
Tim Clement 
''I went to the woods because I wished to 
live dclibcratcl}, to front only the essential 
facts of life. and sec if I could not learn what 
I had to teach ... "- Thoreau 
Thanks: Derek, Ryan G., MN. Mike and 
Enc, • aomi. the soccer team, KR. Trcd, 
Mrs. Elhs. Phip. McLean. e pccially Camer-
on. Ned. Rachel. G+GD. Mom+Dad 
Brian Cody 
"[ mean- what have you got to lose? You 
know, you come from nothing- you're going 
back to nothing. What have you lost? oth-
ing!''- Eric Idle 
Thanks: Friends, famil]. Phippen for the 
great stories. Mclean for pro\ iding a no-
nobsequiou~ perspective. Crocker for put-
ting up with me for four years, Tredwell for 
thinking l actually have redeeming qualities. 
Jennifer Comstock 
''Life isn't about following niles. It's about 
seizing the moment"- from "Hollow tan" 
Thanks: My father for raising me and show-
ing me the rca! world. Senora Crocker for 
Ill} love of Spanish. Jessica Moore for every-
thing. Friends NS, DD, KL, MN. SH. and 
everyone else. 
Afton Cyrus 
·'we arc all 111 the gutter, but some of us arc 
looking at the stars.''- Oscar Wilde 
·'Face front, speak loud. die slow."- AI Cyrus 
Thanks: Everyone who has inspired me to 
stay true to my dreams. My family, Selena, 
my Chcerios, Grift: adja. 7ack. Ian, Mr. 
Hodgdon, Chief- I love you all. 
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Jackie Davis 
"This is not the end, it is not even the 
beginning of the end, but is perhaps the end 
of the beginning!"- Wmston Churchill 
Thanks: My Mom and Dad for helping with 
my life lessons and unconditional love. 
Friends, to many to list. Teachers, staff, 
family and anyone I lett out. Laura Oakes 
especially. love ya! 
Johnny Dixon 
"There's no sex but the safest sex. If you 
have sex wear a latex.··- Teck $ ofT of MTV 
Thanks: I want to thank my mom for saving 
me from m} problem. My big sister for 
inspiring me to do things. M) best bo} Dean 
for keeping it real for me, and TA for being 
there. 
Dawn Dodge 
"How much better is it to carry wood to the 
p1le then to moan about your life.'"- Jane 
Kenyon 
Thanks: Mom and Dad. Underclassmen. 
CD, PS. NS. AD. SJ, EL CS, all my other 
true friends who reallv care. The teachers for 
helping me find my place in life. 
Ronnie Dube 
"He \\hO IS not courageous enough to take 
risks. accomplishes nothing in life."-
Mohammad Ali 
Thanks: Thank.s to m} parents, and to my 
friends. JK, PP, MM. NF. MB, Aussi. 
Fredosauce! Thank you football and finally, 
I would like to thank Katherine. for being 
there. 
Angel Dunn 
"In dreams begins responsibility."'- William 
Butler Yeats 
"If the doors of preception were cleansed 
everything would appear to men as it is 
infinite." - William Blake 
Thanks: family, friends, Elaina. Mary. Tam-
my, Heather. Kayla. Jackie, Dawn. Matt. 
Nick, Rocky. Tara miss and love you both. 
Andrew, thanks for being there. I love you 
Jaci, Shawna and Sean. 
Chelsea Dwyer 
"Be in love with your life."' "Something that 
you feel will find its own form."'- J . Kerouac 
"All I need to know: tell me everything." -
Margaret Atwood "So it goes ... "- K. Vonnegut 
Thanks: Thanks to mv fam for the uncondi-
tional love. Mikey for being everything. 
Kemper/Sarah (Q-crew), Gretch. Mikey T, FH 
girls. Mclean. Ingraham. Minna, K. Crew. M 
CM, Maia, Natty, illypaht, Love Y"all! 
Todd Ellis 
"Every normal man must be tempted at 
times, to spit on hands. hoist the black flag, 
and begin slitting throats."- H.L. Menck-
en 
Thanks: Mom and Dan for being there. AR, 
DW,MM,MM,MU,ML,TA.AG. and those 
who stuck with "the team"! Oh. yeah. Min-
na! And my two guardian angles. R.I.P Ll s. 
Katherine Elizabeth Erb 
"Celebrate the feminine spirit within your-
self. Celebrate the masculine within your-
self. Cherish all the elements that make you 
who you are." - Anonymous 
Thanks: Mom & Dad. you :! arc the best. 
SO, KH. TJ. JB for all the memories. stav 111 
touch! To all my friends I love you. PP & 
JK, for all the good times, love you both! 
Ronnie, my source of dail)' inspiration! 
Mike Farrenkopf 
·'Live life as if there is no tomorrow.''- M. 
Farrenkopf 
Thanks: to Gram and Gramp Ketch for all 
the wonderful support. Thanks to Gram F. 
for being there when I needed someone to 
fall to. Thanks to Aunty Elaine for bing my 
crying shoulder. And most of all thanks to 
my parenb for pushing me to graduate. 
Ellen Geldof 
'·In everything you do be yourself." 
Thanks: M) familj 111 Belgium. The 
Welden\. alle andere AFS'ers and to all my 
friends at Orono High SchooL Thanks you, 
I'll never forget you. 
AI Glossian 
·'Don't ever judge me."- SlipKnot 
''The more you hold us down the more we 
press on.''- Creed 
'"Even though the times arc hard never give 
up.''- 2Pac 
Thanks: My family for everything. friends 
and teammates. MY, TL, DS. BB. JM. JD, 
Peanut. ML, SO. MH. OW, MU. MM. JS. 
TR, BC DW. CM. 
Eric Gordon 
''The night is so beaut1fuL we need her as 
much as we need day." - Yarg Kutshng 
Larsson Yikarevs 
Thanks: Mother and Father for everything. 
Brian. Adam. Scott, Zack, Tom. Derek. My 
Zigsue, for being there, Tra\ for all the 
weekends. Phil Smith for being the sh*t. 
Fodt til a herske. 
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Erin Gordon 
"Live like it is your last day ... Love like you 
have never been hm1 ... Dance like nobody is 
looking." 
Thanks: M) mom and my family, my sistah 
uste for all the good and bad times. Derek 
for the 'talks', Ash for always being there. 
number 1:2. 
Ryan Gordon 
"Then all the moments of the past began to 
line up behind that moment, and all the 
moments to come assembled in front of n in 
a long row ... this was a moment I had res-
cued from the millions that rushed out of 
sight into a darkness behind the eyes. ·• -
Billy Collins 
Thanks: My parents. Emily, my wonderful 
friends and teachers. 
Kylene Hackett 
"People will treat you the exact way you 
allow them to treat you.''- Anonymous 
''The future belongs to those who believe in 
the beauty of their dreams.''- Eleanor Roose-
velt 
Thanks: Mom, Dad. Kate, Raph, Baby J. 
and the rest of my fa mil) for your love and 
support. J. S ACK for the great friendships 
and memories. To the OHS Staff. 
Jake Hedstrom 
"Jake Hedstrom is gloriously gifted with the 
magic of an ebullient, generous, great tal-
ent.'' -Nadine Gordimer 
Thanks: CamMan. Cheech. DW, Derek. 
B. Jimmy, TC. RG. FA. Caggiano's. Wart, 
McNutt, TGunz, MTrain, and Special K. 
Chris Heitmann 
"Live as if you were to die tomorrow; Learn 
as if you were to live forever."- Ghandi 
Thanks: My hunny Sarah. the Brooks fami-
ly. My Dad, Nick, Ulrich, Kylic. Watson. 
Mark. Trey. Danny. Katherine. MM, MC, 
Gordon, Molly, Chopsticks. Derek, Pangy. 
Ellen, Phip, Ingraham. Hodgon, Oakes, 
Thanks to Orono. 
Rachel Houtman 
''When you dream. what do you dream 
about? Arc they color or black and white. 
Yiddish or English. or languages not yet 
com:eived?'' 
Thanks: My generally agreeable parents. 
Em. reign welL Senior. Cynthia for the mu-
sic. trips. and sunflower seeds. Mila. for the 
year. The lunch comrades. I love you all, 
Peace. Love. and Music. 
Selena Humphreys 
"Do your art, and be good to pcoplc."- Jun 
Hamson 
'·God keep me from ever finishing any-
thing"- Herman Melville 
Thanks: My parcnts. Afton. Maia, 'aomi. 
Bromvyn, Hazel, James. Ryan and all my 
wonderful friends. English Department. 
Field Hockey and Swimming. mustc. poets. 
amazing teachers, the muses. 
Zahraa lbrahem 
''Be with those who help your being."- Rumi 
Thanks: Mom. Dad, Omar. Mohommad. 
Abc. Feryal(mumn) for always being there. 
AS. KB, KT. l·a. Ja. Cagg, TA, MU. DW. 
TR. HS, EB, JC. and anyone else who has 
shared good times vvith me. 
otc- OPD for being huge A**holes. 
Tracie Jason 
"Good things come m small packages" 
Thanks: Mom, Dad. Sarah. All my friends 
KE, CH, MT, JM. EC. JA. DB. Danny for 
puttmg a smile on my face, love you. Mr. H 
for the gift of music. 
Eric Kempen 
''Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity of 
your own mind."- Emerson 
Thanks: Dad and Sarah for support. Mom 
who couldn't sec me grow up, I love you. 
Donkey for his lessons. Q-tip cn:w- Mike, 
Sarah, and Ccls for putting up with a dork. 
B-Ball boys. Party crew, Teachers and Jam-
tors. Emily for everything she has done. 
Jay Kinzer 
''Nearlv all men can stand adver~itv. but if 
you wa.nt to test a man's character. give him 
power."- Abraham Lincoln 
Thanks: Mom, Peter for love and support; 
Am;. for all the mcmoncs; the WG: Ronnie. 
Katherine. Pangy, Merritt. Dino, and Yoho; 
and to Phip and Ingraham - you're the 
best! 
Naomi E. Kirk-Lawor 
·'Tim is it, I think. right nov\. the present. 
this empty gas station. here. this wcstcm 
wind. this tang of coffee on my tongue. and I 
am patting the pupp). I am watching the 
mountain."- Annie Dillard 
Thanl..s: M; parents. sister. Elaine. m) 
teachers. and my amtving friends. 
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Kate Kovenock 
"'Let us learn to li\e swaying. As in a boat on 
the sea"- Holderlin "Thts night will pass. 
Then we have work to do.''- Rumt 
Thanks: Mom & Sarah- your love & support 
have meant everything to me. TS&O-Club. 
CCSC Chels, Brooke & Orne. Swimming 
buds for floating. The English Dept. Tred. 
who understood. DS for truly caring. DK:, 
JL- alway~ with me. 
Travers Kurr 
"Too long a sacrifice can change the heart 
into a stone.''- William Butler Yeats 
Thanks: I would like to thank my mom. m~ 
sister, Ellen, Mrs. Tredwell for all her help, 
the hockey team for 4 great years. and last of 
all my dog Trixie. 
Jeremy Latour 
"'In France. I'm an auteur. In Germany, I'm 
a filmmaker. Jn the UK, I'm a horror direc-
tor. In the US. I'm a bum." -John Carpenter 
Thanks: Eve!) body. Mom and Dad for the 
genes. All teachers for the learnin'. Everyone 
from drama. All my friends for being 
friends. Jtmmy and Dustin for being there 
smce the beginning. 
Brooke Leger 
"Do not go where the path may lead. go 
instead where there is no path and leave a 
trail."- Emerson 
Thanks: Mv teachers, Ellen for vears of 
memories. my soccer girls. EV. EL. MD. EB. 
B for the Art conversations. HS (Yeldah), 
Susie. my girl Katie. KL. my mom. dad, 
Morgan. and Lyndsay. TS and everyone 
else. I love you guys! 
Kayla Jo Littlefield 
"'If you li\·e in the present. every moment is 
a new beginning.''- Anonymous 
'·Anything worth doing is worth O\erdoing." 
- Steven Tyler 
Thanks: Mom for your support, Grand-
mama and Kurt for happiness. J ustin for 
eternal love. Mal) and Jackie for undying 
friendship. Joe and Nicole for family. M 
JC. JM. AD. S. HP. 
Daniel Llovera 
"Only the gentle are ever really strong." -
J.B.D. 
Thanks: to my family here, Lynn for being a 
good friend. Lynn's mom for bcmg like my 
mother here. Manuel, Olof. Ellen, Nadja, 
Jenn, Paul, and Mila for cvel)thing. 
John Russell lombard 
"If you don't get involved in politics. you 
end up being governed by your inferiors.'' -
Plato 
Thani...s: my parents you're amazing. Mike 
for being Mike. Dustin and M-Train for 
making me notice details. Derek for giving 
me a role model. Mark and Brian-dhingy. 
Hadley for makng me laugh. To everyone at 
OHS. I will miss you dearly. 
Brandon Mace 
"Wild horses never flew as far over Nan-
tucket as chickens heading up massive oil 
spill control groups.''- Brandon Mace ''You 
can learn a lot from a dummy, right Ph1p.'"-
Brandon Mace 
Thanks: Mom, Dad. Ma, Pa, Jesse for 
MAK. Bob for everything else. Jim for mini-
trackm, Phip for knowing how life is. Mr. B, 
Scott and Adam for the "bucket.'' Uncle 
Glen. 
Rob Marks 
''Practice kindness."- Jack Kerouac 
"And in today already walks tomorrow.''-
Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
Thanks: family, friends, hfe, cverythmg that 
has taught me. blessed me. 
Sarah Marquez 
"Turns out not where but who you're w1th 
that really matters.··- Dave Matthews 
Thanks: ·M1s padres. Dan. Mr. G. QTip 
Crew - EK, MM, and CD, big s1sters LM. 
AS. and LK, basement girls, bball boys, and 
the whole ere~>.. G Love, janitors and teach-
ers. 
Susan Mclaughin 
·'Be \\ith tho e who help your being.'' -
Rumi 
Thanks: to Mom. Chet. Dad. Maria, Abbey, 
Ashley, HAPS, Erin. my checchful. W.S .. 
Cookie, Benoit family. Phip, K.T .. K.K., 
Love you Casey. Rache. 
Dorianna McNally 
'"There is peace in losing control." - Da' id 
Crosby 
Thani...s: m} Mom for always supporting me 
and Trishma for letting me live in our world. 
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Ryan Mecham 
"Just as soon as v·ou thmk vou have hit rock 
bottom. the gro~nd falls ~ut from beneath 
vour feet.., - Anonvmous 
:!hanks: I would like to thank Ms. Patterson. 
Mrs. Trcuwcll, Mrs. VanArsdale, anu all the 
teachers here who tried to teach me to love 
to learn and most of all family. 
Mark Mehuren 
"I have failed over and over agam and that 
is \Vh) I "'ill succeed.''- Michael Jordan 
Thanks: ·1om. Dad. Mike C., Daryl. Jake. 
Tom. Chucky. ick, RS. Lisa. Mads, Molb. 
Em. my basketball and soccer buds. Mr. 
ChctT, Phip. Todd. EL, B. ND. Quez. all 
In) homics. 
Cameron Millard 
·• o eternal rcv.ard will forg.i\C us now for 
wastmg. the Llawn."- J1m Morrison 
Thanks: Mom and Dad, !aria. Nyasha, AI. 
Phip, Mrs. Ellis. Merchant. Derek, scnoir 
class, MM, JH. EK. M , Jones bros. Jim-
In). S.T .. TC, RG. the janitors. Sinan. and 
especially Rose Whelan for a beautiful year. 
Jessica Moore 
"The truth is rarely pure and never simple." 
- Wilde 
"E\er} person is a pmt of what hc:shc has 
met, heard, seen. and read." - Hclaa (Jay) 
Hopeful · 
Thanks: Jcn111ca :). Jacka$$. 1\/lcolcfacc. 
Katherine. Bri Bri. Also those who've in-
spired me to be who I am today. Thanks to 
my parents for helping me when times were 
rough. it meant alot :) 
Michael Munson 
"Only children tlattcn their noses against the 
windowpanes."- St. Exupery 
"Love and humor arc eyes, through which a 
Llecp intelligent views the world.''- Herman 
Melville 
''All together now!''- The Beatles 
Thanks: My family, friends. and all those 
who do not fit in 30 words. 
Marilyn Nichols 
"Think in ways you've never thought be-
fore." - Robert Bly. "The trains that go to 
Parad1se arc always locals that get tircu up in 
suffocating. damp stations along the way.'' 
- Antonio Sarmeta 
Thanks: M) parents, famil). teacher, Mags. 
Jess. Ellen, Sarah. Ash. Chels, Sue. Camer-
on. Pete. Abc. post buddies. the mathlctes, 
Mrs. Ellis & Mr. Gardner for meaning more 
than you knov.. 
Olof Nordwall 
"'I have ncn:r let my s<.:hooling Interfere 
with my education."- Mark " [\~am. "lngcn 
Bradska, vi har hcla livet paoss."- Skalman 
Thanks: To my famil:y 1n Sweden. Mike W, 
Matt H, Checch & the rest of my great 
friends. Pat's for the best rmza. Mr. Phippen 
& the teachers at OHS. 1ost of all, my 
American family, the Sewalls. for making 
this the best year in my life, I love you. 
Justin Noyes 
"Life's short leave 11 alone and don't regret 
it."- Anonymous "A lady that looks unap-
proachable is really more approachable than 
you think. go for it.''- Justin Noyes 
Thanks: Mom & Dad for putting up with 
me. Mary, Keith. Adam. Amber. and my 
loving girlfriend Kayla Littlefield for being 
there and keeping me out of trouble. Thanks 
Guys. 
Melissa L. Noyes 
'·Gather ye Rose buds \~hilc you may, Old 
time is still allying. And this same t1owcr 
that smiles toda}. Tomorrow will be dy-
ing."'- Anonymous 
Thanks: My Mother for bcmg strong, Jeff for 
being my father figure. Kori Davis. Erica 
\Volfe. my tvvo best ch1cas. JL ·1, KE. KL, 
S, KA, JJ\1, DB. L , and DS. 
Laura Oakes 
·'Friends arc like angels. They help lift you 
up when your wings forget how to tly." 
Thanks: I would like to thank my family for 
supporting me through all the rough times I 
went through in school. Also would like to 
thank Tara Smith and Jackie Davis. 
Hazel Onsrud 
'·You can always redisCO\Cr an old path and 
wander over it. but the best you can do then 
is say. 'Ah. yes. I know this turning'' - or 
remind yourself that. while you remember 
that unforgettable valley. the valley no long-
er remembers you." - Beryl Markham. \\'est 
with the , ight 
Thanks: Dad. Mom. Laura. mv beautiful 
friends and my graceful teachers: 
Chaz Ouellette 
·'Everyone m this hfc is defeated but a man, 
if he be a man, is not defeated." - William 
Carlos \Villtams 
'·Come on man, those girls won't wait. make 
it fast."'- Jack Kcrouac 
Thanks: Mr. McLean, Mr. Phippen. Mr. In-
graham. Mr. Luthin. 1r. Halsted. Mr. 
Bc11haumc. Mrs. Trcdwell. Mr. Chell·. the 
English Dept. a a whole. and Mom & Dad. 
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Keir Peterson 
"The philosophers have only interpreted the 
world: the thing, however. is to change it."-
Karl 1\larx. "Is not life a hundred times too 
short for us to bore ourselvt:s."- Nietzche 
Thanks: Dan. the English & history Depart-
ments, H. BL, OAS. RPG. KL. HO. MP. 
BB, SH. KT. RM. CG, AC. CD. Jimmy. JB. 
KK, NB. M1nna. 1\tinibabs. Chaz, and Hu~­
qua..,arna. 
Maia Pinsky 
"Whatever is torn down, whatever is fallen. 
\\hate\ er is smashed. the hope banked low is 
us as we step into the washed air. flares up 
yellow and hot and leaps as we live and 
breathe."- Marge Pierc~ 
Thanks: Mom. Dad, Malin, my S.P. friends. 
my tield hockey buddies. m• other miscel-
laneous buddies. and my teachers. I love you 
all. 
Mila Popova 
"Don't wait for things to happen. Go out 
and grab your life."- Nick Houtman (Dad) 
Thanks: My American. nati\e family: that 
~ou let me to have such great experience. my 
friends. Laura M. Emily W, Cameron. LL. 
Jm1my. Janni J. icole. -\FS students. my 
supersister Rachel. I love you. 
Aaron Reynolds 
"I want 11" - Tom Magee. 1982. World 
Powerliftmg Champion. "The bottom of the 
mind Is paved with crossroads."- Paul Vale-
ry. ''We interpret as transients." - Frank 
Kermodc 
Thanks: Mom. Dad. Sara. Coach, Track 
Team. Allen C .. Jones Boys. Jay. Brian. Her-
mes. Mr. Phippen. Mr. Ingraham. Mrs. Phil- ~ 
brook, 1r. McLean. Adam. Ronnie, Kather- \ 
ine, and everyone else at OHS. 
Tom Round 
"L1fe is like a bowl ofbrams."- Unkno\~n 
"Who do you think I am? Your mother?''-
Francis from Pat's 
Thanks: MU. JH. Michelle. A. B. C. D, E. F. 
G. P. U, , my family and any other people I 
forgot to mention. Especially the non-
puskins. 
Hadley See 
"Dance a little. don't worry.'' - Robert 
Cree ley 
Thanks: Mom. Dad, Hi! for mcredible love. 
Ash. Brookie. Molly, Ellen. Susan. Shag, 
Chcls. Robin. 1adi for memorable friend-
ships. Alpha. Dr. Records, clear nights. 1\lm-
na, and Dustin for my inc'\pressible bliss. 
Dustin Sleight 
"Let not your first thought be your only 
thought.,. - Sophocles 
"There is no such thmg as a black and white 
zebra." - Sell 
!hanks: Mom, Tony for being there: Dad. 
Anne for good times: All my teammates and 
good buddies: Great friends Jl. MJT, MW, 
RL. RM: and Hadley Sec for making my lite 
beautiful. 
Ashley Smyth 
"Go conf1dcnth 111 the d1rect1on of vour 
dreams! Live the life you'\·e imagined:" -
Thoreau ''I love basketball. I just got a new 
p<ur of shoes." 
Thanks: HS. MN, SM, EDG. CD. DW. 
MW, CM. SM. MM. MU, DW, MM, BC, 
RL, KB. T E, Zl. SpCC!al thanks to: my fami-
ly. my fh g1rls. the English teachers and 
Mmna. 
Jason Spaulding 
"Leaders are made. they are not born. They 
are made by hard eftort. which 1s the price 
which all of us must pay to achieve any goal 
that is worthwhile."- Vince Lomardi 
Thanks: My brother Robmson. my parents, 
Phip, Mrs. Batty. T #69. Willie Kane, Coach 
Covell. Joseph. Cowan. Higgins, and An-
toine Smith for a fun season. Also thanks to 
my football teammates. 
Nicole Marie Stinson 
"Why 1s a question most t1mes never 
known. life would be too easv if the answers 
easily sho\\.n."- Tionne "T-bot" Watkins 
Thanks: I would like to thank all the people 
who have helped me throughout my life. 
Friends & family. The Mallory's. M1ssy. 
Darcy. Kelly. Katherine. Jen. Mary. and Jes-
s! YMBF. I love you mc::m! 
Manuel Sutter 
"Don't dream vour hfe. II\ e vour dreams!"-
Martina Wurtl; · 
Thanks: Most important thanks to my host-
family Zack Pike and my host-parents. I also 
wanna thank my family and friends inS\\ it-
zerland. and to all the nice people I got to 
known here! Dankc! 
Michael-John Tavantzis 
'·In the path to understand ourselves we 
have gotten mi\ed up in the \lrtues of an 
illusion:· "The stone falls stra1ght to the 
ground: in a world of complexity." ·'The 
only illog1cal thing in e\istence. is that ex-
Istence cx1sts."- Anoymous 
Thanks: mother nature. Mom and Dad. 
Dustin. Rob. Jeremy, Tim. Thank you Sa-
rah. Sinan. Vitaly. Jonas. and Cri . 
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Mary Thibeault 
" ... let the storm wash the plates." - E. Mor-
gan 
Thanks: m~ gtrls. Kayla. Danielle. tcolc. 
Angel. Emily. Jacktc. Squtd. and Mandt -
Thank vou! To Keith - I love vou babe! 
Thanks. for the memones. Tha~b mom. 
Rock) and Tara forever! 
Karen Townsend 
.. he knows his secret nO\\. the wild. light, 
sll'nder bird that floats anti wavers.''- Sarah 
Orne Jewett 
Thanks: Mom. Dad. Kristy. love you all. My 
teachers. Everyone who has been nice to me. 
Hazel. Kate, 1 aomi. Bronwyn. Mata. Ryan. 
Michael-John. Dustin Dawn. Kim. Jake. 
Ashley. and Zahraa. 
Mike Ulrich 
"That's no matter tomorrow we will run 
fa~tcr. strc.:tch out our arms l~trther .. so we 
beat on. boats against the current. borne 
back ceaselessly into the past. .. 
Thanks. thank you to my parents, TL. TR. 
MM, DVv, EB, CH. H, DS. KB. D . SG. 
MS. Mmna. Phip. Cag. and crew. all the 
others sorry. thank you all. 
Ellen Vollmers 
"Keep your face to the sunshine and you 
cannot sec the shadows."- Helen Keller 
Thanks: Julia. MJ. Stellos. and especially my 
Mom for all the love. Tred. Philbrook. Ellis. 
Hodgdon and the band. Brooke. Marilyn. 
Hadley. Molly. Katie. and especially Trcners 
for being wonderful. 
Daryl Watson 
"Hey guys, want to go to Pats?" 
Thanks: Mom and Dad. Molly. 1ark. Mike. 
Derek. Caggianos. E.R .. M.L., Hettmanns. 
Williams. Nat. Johann, boogs. R.L.. R.S .. 
L.L.. Coach Warman. S.M .. E.K .. M.M .. 
T.E .. J.D., JA, T.A., poup. A.S .. H.S. 
Adam Whitehead 
"My fuel ts experience, My fire ts my mind: 
I'm burning my ewression into the fabric of 
time.''- Adam Whitehead 
"I will be reborn before I die."- lhsahn 
Thanks: Scott Z. Jon R. The English Depart-
ment. Attractive females. Jeff M. The Caggi-
anos. Checch. Barton A. and all the other 
people who have entertained me or taught 
me in some way. 
Dan Whittington 
'·They always ~ay that time changes things. 
but YlJU actually have to chango.: thcm your-
self."- And:. Warhol 
Thanks: Mom. Dad. Joc, K-Dawg. All of my 
teachcrs. flusquavarna ( MK, RM. C'G. 
MM) and all the football players who came 
to our concerts. 
Mike Whorton 
·'[ should belie,·e only in a god who under-
stood how to dance"- r-.;1etzsche 
Thanks: My family. Scruss. Jenn, L1sa. ad-
ja, Sven. Olof. Erwann. Madi. Keir- my an-
tithesiS. Ashle\. I love vou as the s1ster I 
ne,·er had. Dustin. my other bro. AHM and 
Merchant for waking me up. Maria: Keep 
watching the stars. 
Elliott Wilcox 
'·Good times and bad. Made fncnds ! mav 
never sec again. Found true love. All things 
end. hut from every end comes a new begin-
ning.''- "As is Life"- ed Kelly 
Thanks: Thanks to all mv teachers for mak-
ing me smart. Thanks to ·me family for feed-
ing. clothing, and housing me. Thanks to 
those I owe thanks. Thanks "Salter", 
"Cailia". "Roggy··. 
Derek Williams 
··cultivate your garden ... _ Ep1curus 
''Work hard. have fun. smell the air. live life 
to the fullest. be kind & respectful'' 
Thanks: I thank my entire family. Sarah 
vou're wonderful. Cameron. "l\1r. Jones and 
;ne". Senora. Ms. Oakes. OS. Powers. 
Mtram, Kemper. John O'Dea. LK. Scotts. 
, arcicssus and Goidmund! 
Scott Zadakis 
'·Farewell to you and the youth I spent with 
you. It was but ycstaday we met in a 
dream:·- 1\.ahhl Gibran 
·'The word of Sin IS Restriction.''- Aiwass 
Thanks: Mr. Ingraham. Mr. 1clean. Phip. 
Tred, Senora. Chief. Mr. Bessey. Ms. Oakes. 
Hockey crew. ZS. 0\\, AK. BC'. EG. AW. 
TC'. BG. DP . and of course Mom & Dad. 
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SCOTI Z.\D:\KIS 
TRACIE JASO:\' 
\\ e are Yery proud of the 
beautiful young \\Oman you have 
become. 
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Keep your dreams ali,·e. 
LO\·e. \lom , Dad & Sarah 
\ .\T\SH.\ CERI:\'1 
from a little girl. to a 
grO\m \\Oman. oh hO\\ 
the years seem to ha\'e 
flown by . 
LoYe, \lom and Dad 
JERDn L\TOCR 
Set your sights high. \\ e 
are proud of you. 
\lorn and Dad SELE:\' . .\ lll\IPIIREYS 
Hey - Cool Bean. 
\.\\ \lum 
ERIC KDIPE:\ 
[? 
ASHLEY SJ!)TH 
Tml ROL':\'D 
Congratulations Little Brother. 
Lo\'e, Bethany , Kim & Richard , 
\latt & Hay ley 
Congratulations. Gramp and I are \ei) 
proud of you. 
JIELISS.\ \OYES 
You made it. 
\\ e are all so proud. 
zi zi ba lub ba 
Jlom and Dad 
Best of luck to you. 
Love your Gramp & Gram Rotolo 
ERI:\ & ERIC GORDO\ 
Lm e you fore\'er .. . 
LO\e, 
~lom & Dad JilL.\ POPO\A 
\liKE l LR1CII 
Congratulations, )like! 
LO\'e \!om, Dad. and Tim 
CHELSE.\ D\\'YER 
Ride ) our dreams into the 
future. 
\\e 10\ e you! \I om and Dad 
JESS!C.\ \IOORE 
)!y Biscuit, good luck. 
Dad 
DA \\'\ DODGE 
\1.\RK \IEHl RE\ 
To the greatest son anyone 
could ever ask for, 
,,e·re so proud of you. 
Love \!om and Dad 
Rl'SSELL LO\IB.\RD 
Some days \\·ere an eternity 
but the years were but a 
moment. \\e low you. 
\!om. Dad, and Grant 
JERE.\Il' L\TOLR, \IICHAEL-JOH\ TA\ -\\TZIS &. 
Dl STI\ SLEIGHT 
Jl LIE BE~OIT 
I am so proud of your 
hard \\Ork and positi,·e 
attitude. 
Keep smiling, and do 
''hat makes you 
happiest in life. 
Love fore,er. \!om 
Kl\1 BR\SSE.\l 
- You stand up for yourself-
" ~othing left unsaid. 
just tell it like it is ... 
Kim, you \\ill go far in life and 
no one \rill walk O\'er you. 
LO\·e, \!om and Dad 
Sl'S.\~ \IGL:\l GHLI\ A\D SISTERS 
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DEREK \\ lLLL\\IS 
) ou make me so vel) proud. 
I 10\·e you, \tom 
1\!lE~E IIACKETI 
Kylie, \re are proud of 
you! 
Love Always, 
Katie, Raph, and Bab) ). 
RYAN GORDON 
CHRISTO PI l ER 
HEIT.\1.\:\:\ 
I cherish the 
memories of 
yesterday and \\ish 
you happiness and 
success always! 
Congratulations, \\'it) 
to go!! 
Low, ~1om 
Thanks for all the love and protection. I'll 
miss you, Boo-Boo! 
ROBI\SO\ \lARKS 
Rob, 
~lay all your 
dreams come true. 
Love, .\1om 
Love. Emily 
DA,\IEL ASTLE 
THERESA AL\'AREZ 
~AOJII KIRK-L\\\lOR 
JIJCHAEL \vllORTO.\ 
ERI~ A.\0 ERIC GORDO:\ 
Congratulations! 
Love, Jlom and Dad 
SA RAil 
~IARQCEZ 
To Sarah ... On 
Kalakaua .\ ve., at 
the \1\\ courts 
in Hampden or 
0\ er breakfast at 
Pat's, you've 
passed through 
your childhood 
\\ith a style all 
your own. It's 
been a grand 
ride and we've 
lo,·ed e' ei) 
minute! 
Congratulations ... 
Love, \!om and 
Dad 
JCLIE BEr\OIT (left) 
BRO~\\Y\ BRYA~T 
"Taz) Bab) .. 
Gotta lo\'e her! 
Congratulations Julie and thank you for the uncountable 
good times. l love you and am so proud of you! KYLE:\E HACKETT 
Kylie, our littlest angeL 
you've always made us 
proud, you're wonderful 
and ah,·ays far abo\'e the 
Lo,·e, ~lichelle 
.JESSICA \100 
Surprise. you're there. 
Good luck in the future. 
\\ e lo\'e ya. 
Love. ~1om and Dad 
Cl'O\\·d. 
Lo\'e, ~!om and Dad 
~!COLE STI~SO~ 
CHELSEA DWYER 
~0\\ I can fold m) clothes! 
) our lo,·ing brother. \ick 
JE~~IFER CO\ISTOCK 
Congratulations Jen! 
Great Job! Good Luck! 
LO\·e, Dad 
ADA .. \1 \\BITE HEAD 
\\armth and sun hine 
all of your days! 
Lots of lo\'e, ~1om 
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HADLEY SEE 
Keep climbing, Hadley! 
\\'e're so proud of you. 
Love. \!om and Dad 
RO:\:\IE Dl BE 
We hope life 
brings you as 
much joy as you 
have us. \\'e love 
you Beedle. 
J!om and Dad 
r\ITO:\ CYRL"S 
.\:-..D SELE:-..:\. 
Hl'\IPHREYS 
Best Friends 
Fore,er! 
,,;th lo\'e. 
your \!oms 
KATE K0\1::\0CK 
Couldn't ask for more. 
Love and thanks, 
\I om 
ELLE:\ GELDOF 
.).\) KI:-IZER 
"The future belongs 
to those \\ho belieYe 
in the beauty of their 
dreams." 
I'm proud of you. l 
10\ e you. and I'm 
here for you . .\1\\'ays. 
LO\ e. \!om 
:-...\T BREECE 
Congratulations 
:'\ewman! 
You are on your 
\\'ay. 
LO\e. 
\!om. Dad, 
Andre\\. and Jeff 
ROBI:\SO:-.. 
\lARKS 
The l ni\'ersity of 
lllinois Band Song 
Girls ''ere right 
-you are 
adorable! 
lo,·e, \!om, Dad, 
and \X1lole Family 
DORIAK:\ \ \IC:\ALLY 
\I) \\ish for you- "Keep 
grO\\ing ,,·ith the a\\Some 
mind and creati\ e spirit 
that makes you, you'" 
Lo,e. \lom 
SAR,\11 \IARQCEZ 
Hey Tater ... Congratulations ... 
Lme, Dan. 
RYA\ GORDO:-. 
\\ e're unsure of exactly what 
you\ e been thinking all these 
) ears. but keep it up. \\ e are 
so proud of you! 
LoYe, \I om and Dad 
CHRISTOPIIER HEIT\IA:\\ 
KATE KO\'E\OCK 
To Ill) little sister, '' ho 
isn't so little anymore: 
Keep kicking butt. 
LoYe ahntys, SBK 
JESSICA .\IOORE 
Great job. I'm proud of you. 
Love, ~1om 
RACHEL C.\, EY 
K.\THERI:\E ELIZABETH ERB 
Tu eres un placer. 
Tu es notre joie. 
You are our joy. 
L<l\e, \!om and Dad 
It \CIIEL IIOCDIA. \ 
You hold the future in your 
hand. 
Congratulations! 
Lme, \!om and Dad 
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JIIKE Jll'XSO:\ 
JlAIA PI~SKY 
In your quiet \\'ays 
you shine. 
Our lo\'e always, 
J!om, Dad, and ~lalin 
KEIR PETERSO:\ 
Hey, chiaroscuro. Congratulations!!! 
DA.\ \\1-llTTI:\GTO:\ 
Congrawlations from your fan club. 
\lay your pancakes ah,·ays come in 
interesting shapes! 
~!om, Dad, and joe 
JIARILYN ~ICHOLS 
BRIA:\ CAGGL\:\0 
Congratulations Brian. Thanks 
for the memories and always 
remember you are lo\'ed! 
Love, Dad, J!om, and Jlark 
HAZEL 0:\"SRlJD 
AITO:\ CYRCS 
TI~I CLEJIE:\T 
Congratulations. You light up our 
li\'es. Thanks and good luck. 
Lo\'e. Jlom and Dad 
~!ELISSA :\OYES 
CHRISTOPHER IIE!n!A.\:-.. 
KARE:\ TO\\':\SE:\D 
LAL1RA OAKES 
Always think of 
) our goals and 
you ''ill achieYe 
them. 
LoYe ~1om and 
family 
The best to you al\\·ays. Karen. 
\\'e lo\'e you. 
Jlom and Dad 
HADLEY SEE (right) 
Thanks for always being 
there for me. 
LO\'e, Hila!) 
Sl'SAN JICLAL'GHLI:\ 
AFTO:\ CYRL'S 
Congratulations, 
Afton. Let your 
light shine. 
Lo,·e. ~1om 
THO.\IAS ROU:\D 
With Lo' e and 
Pride. 
Congratulation ! 
Thanks for being 
a wonderful son. 
~1om and Dad 
Our. beautiful Susie-you are tnJI) a Yery 
special young lad) \\ith a compassionate 
heart that rich!) compliments your many 
ERIC :\.'\D ER!~ 
GORDO:\ 
Seems like onl} 
yesterda) we ''ere 
on our first vacation 
in Florida - thanks 
for the memories. 
Love \lom and Dad 
SELE:\A HDIPHREYS 
Go and be wonderful, S\\eetheart. 
1 \\ill 10\ e you al\\·ays. 
talents e peciall) your gifted singing voice-
you are simply the best!! 
Love, ~1om , Chet . .\!aria, and Abigail-
XOXOXOXO 
·'The Iide \\·as rough but you 
made it." 
Love. Popp) and \lanun) 
\lum 
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BROOKE LEGER 
Congratulations Brooke (poo-pa) 
You did a great job! \\ e are so proud of ) ou! 
Love . .\1om. Dad. \!organ. and Lyndsay 
.\IICIL\EL-JOII~ TA\'Al\TZ!S AND 
Dl'STl~ SLEIGHT 
Z:\HRAA IBRAHE\1 
ELLIOTT \\ 1LCOX 
JAKE IIEOSTRml 
TODD ELLIS 
To DO 
Kindergarten Class of 
1988 t1> Graduating 
Class of .WO I . around 
the world and back 
again. \\e 're so proud of 
you. 
Lme \1om and Dad 
Dl'STI:\ SLEIGHT 
RYt\."i BROL'NTAS 
K \ HA LITTLEFIELD 
ERICA BRETO~ 
"OK! \lomm) . ''hateYer! I'm 
leming!" 
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PATRONS OF THE CLASS OF 2001 
New England Health Search 
The Oronoka Restaurant 
The Hair After 
Kathie & Doug Sewall 
Mylese & Scott See 
Suzanne & Geoffrey Gordon 
Elizabeth Weiss and 
David Clement 
Pam & Tim Hackett 
1SSSTOF 
LvtCK, 
CLASS OF 
2001_! 
STILLWATER AVENUE, ORONO 
HOGAN ROAD, BANGOR 
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH 
CAMDEN STREET, ROCKLAND 
NORTH STREET, CALAIS 
NORTH STREET, HOULTON 
MAIN STREET, PRESQUE ISLE 
BENNETT DRIVE, CARIBOU 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
Orono High School Graduates I 
l,........l·-.-
litH II 
TJ:: JJJJ 
n- JJJJ 
II- j JJJJ 
JJJJ 
.lll.,! 
From the attorneys and staff 
Theodore S. Curtis, Jr. 
Attorney at Law 
34 Main Street~ Orono, Maine 04473 
(207) 866-3033 
ORCf-iARD HlLL FARM lNC. 
Y.l'tl/l!J~ 
Amy F. Benoit - Owner 
437 Main St. 
Orono. ME 04473 
(207) 866-5812 
The Pretty Woman 
24 Main Street 
Orono, Maine 04473 
866-0275 
Nancy Paul, Proprietor 
"Pretty Affordable" 
•no Si!ll\\alcr A' c 
Bangor 'l.tE 0440 I 
'11..4.-J~'~ 
~R.-1 
6ltl *1-. )!~.-. 
&21-1117 
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Air .. "--I~ 
(JIJ ._.$~.tap~ 
"Do-It-Yourself Headquarters" 
Paint • Glass Cutting • Window Rtpair • Lumber 
Open 7 Days a Wttk 
(Sunday 9 • 2) 
Mill Street, Orono 866-7811 
\!!, 
'r KidsPeace National Centers-
·--
You can make a 
difference in a 
child's life ..... BECOME A FOSTER PARENT 
contact K.IDSPEACE COMMUNTIY SERVICES 
1-800-221-7965 
We offer- generous reimbursement 
- training opportunities 
- 24 hour support 
- clinical oversight 
Servin the Old Town-Orono area, incWng Milford, Bladley, Greenoush, Greenfield, Alton, V!ldlie, and Indian lsl/lnd 
~ 
Tuf. 
WORD 
$HOPPE MEANS 
A Mexican Restaurant l MJU. STR.EET 
ORONO, MAINE O.W73 
INVESTMENT 
Sinn· 1935 & Watering Hol e 
866-0605 FAX 866-0605 
Pnnllf'MJ Phol" OOP)'W\9 Binding fAX ..........-
PEHOBSCOT 
EYE CARE 
Congratulations to OHS Graduates 
2001 
5 1/\ WASHING ION STREET • BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
An education is a solid foundation for 
success. At Means Investment we have 
been educating individuals on how they 
can best achieve financial success. To 
speak with one of our investment advisors 
call: 947-6763 or 800-696-3267 or visit 
CHARLES N. MARQUEZ, O.D. 
JEFFREY E. SAWYER, O.D. 
KATHRYN 0. WARD, O.D. 
ALES/A L. HIGGINS, O.D. 
us at: 
802 Stillwater Avenue 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
CONGRATULATIONS, 
CLASS OF 2001 
The University of Maine Bookstore 
Wishes the 2001 Graduates-of Orono High School 
Continuing Success 
"' •' :, I 00\ 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE ... 
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCE FOR GENERAL READING BOOKS, 
ACADEMIC SUPPLIES, TEXTBOOKS, AND UMAINE SPORTSWEAR 
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"TCBY" /reats 
• Frozen Yogurt 
• fee Cream 
• Sorbets 
• Smoothies 
All of the Pleasut·e/ 
None of the Gw/tl 
Oehc•ous. no-b t. no sue~ ,.. J~ddt!d 
fl~vors also av~n!able 
Two Conven~ent 
Bonror locations; 
24 Urn ttc1 S lrN •t • 94 1· ?'i I I 
nu t door 10Th~ Ptrtnor '"'" 
A ~9 St•llwafer Ave • 990 ·It• I 
ntor t~ 8onror Moll 
D hotography 
r Associates 
Smlor Portra.lu - W~• - Y....-6oou - P.u1part Plioto• 
Gr..m.n.rP~F.y 
228 o n h .\l ain 'lt rr-c-t 
Old fown , \1 [ 0 44 6S 
· .::o.o.odoo1J llij 
. . . . .. " .......... "' 
Timberland 
Animal Hospital 
ACE El~ctric Co. 
"No Job to Small"' 
20 Stillwater Ave. 
Orono, ME 044 73 
827- 7177 3103 Broadway 
~nburn. Moine 04401 
Telephone 
207·947-4251 
las~ 
Sunrize Hair Dezignz 
~''' '" '''% ~~~ 
Dawn AndcDOn • Owner/Sn1iM 
&n Uttf, HDr,. HrMY., &M!JUr 
114 H.wiow Scrttt 
Blllp , ME04401 
tml 947 ··un 
WaiL-InJtnd 
Evc:rnnpb)'Appoinl mc:M 
133 Center St reet. Bangor 0440 I 
(207) 942-88 15 
CLARK-PIPER CHAPEL- Brewer 
LaBEAU CHAPEL - Orono 
ORONO FAMILY MEDICINE 
A Division of Sunbury Primary Care 
291 MAIN STREET ORONO 
866-5531 
"Specialists in Family Medicine" 
"A MOST UNUSUAL RESTAURANT" 
"The Difference Between Ordinary and Extraordinary , is the Little Extra!" 
~~iller .Drug 
FULL SERVICI: PHARMACY SINCE 1957 
• Mastectomy Prmth~'" Supplo~s • O>tomy Supphe' 
• Home Health C•re Supplocs • Nur!'ling Home Scrvk e 
• PrcscnpuonvCompuunJ> • Ccn1fied Orthouc Foua' 
• lnlus1 on Serv1ce\ 
• Free Delivery 
TOLL FREE I.OCAL 
1-800427-8309 207-947-8369 207-947-08Y4 
210 St:.1t~ Str"d • Baneor, ME 04401 
Ht'St \\estern 
Best Western 
Black Bear Inn 
& Conference Center 
4 GOdfrey Onve 
Orono. ME 04473 
(207) 866·7120 
Fax (207) 866-7433 
117 Bennoch Road 
Orono, Maine 04473 
207-866-4914 
BANGOR 
Savings Bank 
Joyce C. Sarnacki 
Vice President 
Marketing Director 
99 Franklin Street • P.O. Box 930 
Bangor, Maine 04402.{)930 
(207) 942-5211 • (800) 432-1591 
Fax (207) 990-5105 
TEL. (207) 990-1615 FAX (207) 990-5997 
Joseph L. Benoit I MD I PA 
Specialist In Obstetrics, Gynecology and Infertility 
BOARD CERTIFIED ABOG, FACOG 
P.O . Box 1192 • 209 State Street • Bangor. ME 04402-1192 
Groceri~s. Gas, &u, WiM, s.u..lwidus 
l"i:u~ & MOYie Rm141s 
Veazie Variety 
a-d 11N1 ()put1181 by Attd-J & Ro__,-, Fneu 
D,M11 J65 dtrys llYN' 1215 Slau Sl. 
M011. -Fri. 6:00 a.lft. • 10:00 P·"'-
Stll. - s .... 7:00 ll..lft. - 10:00 P-"' · 
Ve.uie, Me. O.UOJ 
942-2897 
HAVERLOC~ ESfEY & CURRAN 
Limned Loab1hty Company 
CERT!FIED P BLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
28 COLUMBIA STREET, BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TEL. 207-945-5695 FAX 207-945-5118 
William H. Estey, CPA 
Peter D. Curran, CPA 
Steven D. Carr, CPA 
Dame! A. Ryan, CPA 
Vicki J. Vincent, CPA 
Gayle M. Doane, CPA 
Stephen L. Spencer, CPA 
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Proud Sponsor of the 
Orono High School Key Club 
• 65 Years of service to the community. 
Sf r' t "t t fl t 
C II t 1 d r • 11 
o f t It e w or 1 d 
• Fellowship, Community Service, 
Youth Service, Volunteerlsm. 
• We need your help to continue our 
work. Ask about membership 
opportunities. 
KIWANIS Club Of 
Orono-Old Town Maine 
CJfJti//wood 
Orono, Maine 
207-947-3765 
Art 
etcetera 
19 Mill Scree1 
Orono. Maine 04473 (207) 866-3221 
Rewl Ali Supplies 
Gnphic Daip Maleri&IJ 
An:hileet Supplies 
CUSIDm Maain1 .t Framing 
Gallery Exhibitions 
Poster MOUIIIS eu:. 
~~ 
Restaurant 
..... 
Speakeasy 
1-95 exit 49, Hogan Road, Bangor ME 04401 
Telephone:(207) 942-6726 Fax: 941-9594 
~:·· 3pol.! ight .. 
. c·aN~MA@ 
$2.50 
DTS - Digital / Dolby Surround Sound 
Matinees on Saturday, Sunday 
and School Holidays during 
the School Year. 
For Movie 1imu, Call : 827·7411 
6 Stillwater Avenue - Orono, ME 
UNIVERSITY MALL* EXIT 51 
Q 
ORONO HIGH 
8 CHOOL KEY CL UB 
DeGrasse Jewelers 
5 Mill Street 
Orono, ME 
866-4032 
YOUR CLAtt RING 
D£AL£R 
GENERAL PRACTICE LAW 
BEST WISHES TO THE 
CLASS OF 2001 
BEST WISHES TO THE 
CLASS OF 2001 
Logan, Kurr & Hamilton 
Attorney's and Counselors 
at Law 
21 Main Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
George W. Kurr, Jr. John F. Logan, II 
Of Coun el Harold C. Hamilton, II 
Tel: (207) 945-9494 E-Mail: logankur@midmaine.com 
~~ 
ORONO MEDICAL CENTER 
FAMILY PRACTICE 
URGENT CARE/DIAGNOSTIC CENTER 
Toll Free 1-800-439-5561 or 866-5561 
Comprehensive Medical Care When You Need It! 
Certified Physldans 
Treating all Ages 
Fully Staffed with 
X-ray and Lab Services 
Specializing In Sports Medldne, 
Neurology, and Occupational 
Medicine (OMNI). 
OPEN 365 DAYS OF THE YEAR 
BAM to SPM 
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED 
303 Maine Street 
Orono, ME 04473 
Five minutes from the Bangor Mall 
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The 
Orono Boosters Club 
supports the 
Co-curricular activities 
(Sports, Student Activities & Classroom work) 
Of 
Orono High School 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 2001 




